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Small Homomorphisms of Local Rings 
LUCIIEZAR I,. AVRAMOV 
Let 9 be a (Noetherian unitary) local ring with maximal ideal 11~ and residue 
field k = .-I/m. It is by now a well-known and variously attributed conjecture, 
that the Poincarb series 
represents a rational function. This has indeed been proved for several classes 
of local rings (cf. [3, 17-19, 23, 24, 33, 40, 43-461). 
An alternate way to view these results is to interpret them as “change of rings” 
theorems. In fact, replacing if neccssar! .-I by its nt-adic completion, one can 
assume that iz is a homomorphic image of a regular local ring R ((‘ohen’s 
theorem). Results on the rationality of P,, arc then formulated as assertions 
concerning P,/P,l , since P, 7 (I -+ .) I’ 2 ’ ‘rllR [ 431. It is natural to seek information 
on the relation of P, to PA , for L,l an arbitrary local ring and R a quotient ring 
of rl. In particular, one can ask the question: “M’hen is P,,/P, rational ?“. 
having in mind that the answer would bc “alwavs” if the rationalitv conjecture _ 
turns true. However, at the present state of knowledge, such a question cles~rvcs 
attention for at least two reasons, apart from its possible intrinsic interest. 
First, having sufficient conditions ensuring the rationality of P.,/P, , one can 
produce new examples of local rings satisfying the rationality conjecture, starting 
with anv ring A, for which the conjecture is known to hold. Second, which is 
more important, considerations in the present more general setup lead to the 
discovery of new classes of rings with rational I’oincarC series. 
We now list the main results of this paper. I,et (i3, nt) be an arbitrary local 
ring, x1 ,..., s,, and 3~~ ,... ,y,, be .I-sequences, u be an T Y s matrix (T :T’ s) with 
entries in nt. Denote by x (resp. 1)) the idcal (x1 ,..., x,,) (resp. (vl ,..., T,,,)) and 
by Jt(z() the ideal generated by the I x t minors of N. For an ideal n satisfying 
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one of the following conditions, PA/PA ‘a is an explicitly computed polynomial: 
(a) pd,A/n < 2 (Theorem 7.1); 
(b) pd,A/a = 3 and a is generated by 3 elements (Theorem 7.2); 
(c) pdJ/a == 3 and a is Gorenstein (Theorem 8.2); 
(d) (I is generated by monomials of degree <2 in the s,‘s (Theorem 6.3); 
(c) 1-2 is Gorenstein, n == m, x C 1) and n -= (X : 11) (Corollary 6.11); 
(f) 0 = XI’, or 0 = I,.(U) with depth (I = s -- Y -+ 1 (Theorem 6.7); 
(4 (I :: xi’ ~1 1)” and depth (X + 1~) _= II T nz (Corollary 6.9); 
(h) a = I,.+,(u), Y = s, depth n Z= 4, and the characteristic of k is not 2 
(Theorem 8.9). 
\Vhen =1 is regular, (a), (c), (f), (g) are known, as are some very special casts 
of (d) and (e) (references are given in the text); (b) and (h) are completely new 
even for regular rings. 
Our method of proof originated from a close inspection of the propel-ties of 
the surjectivc change of rings li + *J, when R is regular local of minimal 
dimension (equal to the embedding dimension of -4). For the study of this 
situation, the author developed in [2] an approach based on l’:ilenbel-g~:\Ioore 
spectral sequences. In particular, it was proved in [2], that P, is cc~mpletcly 
determined by the embedding dimension of -4, and the homology of the Koszul 
complex of .-1 (isomorphic to ‘To@(-d, k)), as an algebra with (matric) >Iasse! 
products. 
In this paper we single out quotient rings B of --J, for which the algebra 
To@(B, /<) plays, in the change of rings .--1 --f R, a role similar to the Koszul 
complex homology in the above situation. The existence of such quotients is 
a delicate problem, considered in Section 4. For technical reasons, we shall 
consider a larger class of homomorphisms than is provided 1~~ factoriz:ltions. 
\I‘c \vork in the category- of local rings over k, in which the ob-jects arc local 
rings having residue field k, and the homomorphisms arc commutati\-c triangles 
k ----+ :3 -* R + li; note, that a homomorphism over /i is necessarily Ioc;~l. 
DEFINITION. A homomorphism ,f: il -+ B of local rings over R is called 
small, if the induced map: 
f* A: Torf(k, 1~): ‘ror-‘(lr, k) --t Tor*(k, k) 
is inject& An ideal a C A is called small, if A 4 Zl,‘a is a small homomorphism. 
By duality, f is small if and only if f *: Ext,(k, k) --f Ext,(h, h) is surjectirc. 
Our choice of terminology needs a word of explanation. It is provided by 
Levin’s theorem, reducing the rationality conjecture to the case of zero-dimen- 
sional [33]. In his proof he shows that any ideal contained in a small enough 
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IIt-adic neighborhood of (0) is small in the sense of the abox definition. In the 
alternate interpretation referred to above, this part of I,e\in’s theorem asserts 
that an\’ Toneda class of n-terms exact sequences of /I-modules from k to h 
contains an n-terms exact sequence consisting of i;l-modules of finite length. 
This paper consists of two parts, preceded by a zero section (preliminaries). 
In the first part (Sections l--5), general properties of small homomorphisms are 
established, including a change of rings spectral sequence, a discussion of the 
Golod homomorphisms introduced 1~1. Levin (Sections 2 and 3j, and a Kiinneth 
spectral sequence (Section 5). In an Appendix located at the end of the paper, 
this material is used to establish a curious propert!, of the minimal resolutions 
of submodules contained in lnl‘!ll (,\I finitely generated, I big). The change of 
rings results listed abovc are ohtaincd in the second part (Sections 6&9), hy 
applying the general theory, usually via the useful Theorem 6.2, reducing man! 
computations to wry explicit “generic” situations. 
I wish to finish this introduction b\- expressing mv gratitude to Gerson 
Ix\-in, for sending mc a preprint of [33] _ 
. 
, and for several very useful discussions. 
0. PRELI~IIXARIES 
0.1. *All rings in this paper arc commutative, Noctherian, and unitary. 
--I will always denote a local ring with maximal ideal nt and residue field k; 
n-c shall occasionally use notations (.1, IN) and (A, in, k) to describe this situation. 
Escept for Section 2, all unadorned tensor products are taken over ,-I. 
0.2. All modules are unitary. If Jf is a finitely generated module, dim -11 
denotes its Krull dimension, and depth (a, M) is the length of a maximal 
.I/-regular sequence contained in the idcal 11; as usual, depth (a, -3) is abbreviated 
to depth (1. and depth(m, M) to depth ;\I. An ideal generated by an .q-sequence 
is called a complete intersection. 
0.3, Graded objects are taken in the sense of 1Ioore [37] or AIacl,ane [34], 
i.~., a graded .-I-module is a collection of d-modules .I[,, (H - Z). ;\Ioreo\-cr, 
xvc’ shall consider onI!- modules with one-side grading, i.c., .I!, 0 tither for 
i 0 (positive grading) or for i . I 0 (negative grading). ,4 homomorphism of 
graded mc~dules is ;I degree zero 2-i-linear map. ;Il,@ will denote the graded dual 
of II: (.I/.) , IIon ,,(:lj7; , =I). In the sequel all graded modules are assumed 
loc,~ll~,- of tinite t!yx: .II, is finitely r(cncrated for each i. 
0.4. .I graded algebra is a graded -I-module 11 \vith structure map 
71: =1 --> ;I and associative unitary multiplication EL: -4 @J il ~+ il. An algebra 
is conncctcd n-hen 7 is an isomorphism .I Y A,, ; the projection C: .1 + /z 
g&s k a natul-al structure of /l-module for any connected algebra il. l-nless 
othcrwisc stated. an algebra is assumed (strictly) commutative, that is .YJ’ 
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C--l) 
de!A(.~)~tleL!(~/) Jcy and x2 _ 0 if deg(s) is odd. For F a free graded &d-module 
we shall denote bv I;(F) the free commutative algebra on F, i.e., the tensor 
product of the exterior algebra on the submodule of elements of odd degree and 
the symmetric algebra on the submodule of elements of even degree. 
.A graded fl-module is the usual thing [34, Chap. \‘I; 371. hlodules ox-er a 
commutative algebra are two sided and symmetric: snz = (-l)deg(s)‘(teg(‘Ji) MY 
(s E /I, m t al). Our assumptions on local finiteness in 0.3 permit the use of 
Eilenberg’s results in [ 161. In particular, over a connected J-algebra 12 On >\I =: 0 
is equivalent to A11 = 0, and Tor;i(R, 111) == 0 is t Aq uivalent to ;lZ being free. 
TVe shall use the following: 
L~arnrx. Let A: ,\I + N be a fzomomorphism of graded free modules local!y of 
finite rank ozter tfze connected algebra A. If k @ h is injectizse, h is a split mono- 
morphism. 
Proof. Write fz as the composition JI +” Im h +‘; N. Since ?z (SJ fz is 
injective, k @p is bijective and k @ I; is injective. The exact sequence 0 4 
Tor,“(k, Coker h) - k @ Im h jncfi k 0 AT implies Coker fz = Coker h is 
free. From here Im h is free, hence p is split. The exact sequence 0 --+ k ;i 
Kcr fz + k @ ,11 +7~(sfl k @ Im h finishes the proof. 
0.5. For /l a graded A-algebra and 211 a graded A-module the trivial 
extension of /l by M is the algebra with underlying Abelian group 11 G, .lII 
and multiplication (x1 , m,)(x, , WZJ r= (zci~~ , X~WZ~ -1 WQ.Q). This is a functor 
from the category of graded modules so that of A-algebras. If /l = A and 
M, = 0 for i i 0, -d(M) is a local ring with maximal ideal (in, II). 
0.6. Differentials always have degree 1. Z( ) and H( ) denote modules 
of cycles and homology classes, with whatever additional structure they happen 
to carry; [z] is the homology class of the cycle 2. s is the functor on the category- 
of L)G (differential graded) modules, defined by (sM)[ := M-i , d,?‘,r = - tl,, ; 
for x E S1iii , we write, by abuse of notation, S(X) for the element s E (S-U), . 
The forgetful functor from Z)G modules to graded modules is denoted ( )*. 
12 DG algebra is a graded algebra with differential satisfying the Leibnitz rule: 
d(.yy) = (dx)y + ( -l)(teg(z) x(dy). We suppose in addition that any DG algebra 
is augmented by a fixed DG algebra homomorphism E: /I --t k (k is given trivial 
grading and differential). We set I/I =: Kcr E, l’l/l = (I/l)v; these are DG 
ideals of /I. 
0.7. A r-algebra is an algebra with divided powers [9, Cxp. 7; 24, Sect. I .7]. 
The r-algebra on a free A-module is called a free r-algebra [9, exp. 81. If the 
r-algebra 11 is also a DG algebra, the differential satisfies the relation tl(~(‘~)) = 
(d.v)(x(n-l)). Let d be the ideal of all elements of positive degree of the r-algebra 
il; the quotient of d by the il-submodule generated by all uz (ZJ E A, 7~ E /T) and 
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all ze(“) (W t .fLj , i E L, II > 2) is denoted p(A). The minima1 A-free resolution 
S of k has a natural structure of free ZIG I’-algebra [22; 24, Chap. I; 421. M’e 
always understand X has this particular structure when considered as an 
algebra. 
0.8. Our concepts of colagebra and Hopf algebra are those of [36]; any 
Hopf algebra is supposed defined over k, and having a commutative multiplica- 
tion unless stated otherwise. P(JY) -: {a t I,+’ / Aa := a (3 1 ;- 1 0 uj is the 
subspace of primitive elements of .d. A r-algebra is called a I’-Hopf algebra 
[41], if it is a connected Hopf algebra and the diagonal A: d -+ d @sZ is 
a r-algebra homomorphism (for the divided powers structure on the tensor 
product SW [9, Cxp. 7, Theorem 21 or [24, Proposition 1. 7.101). 
0.9. T>,(N) denotes the (graded) tensor algebra of the graded .4-module AT, 
j is the canonical degree one map N l T,(LY). If -J k, 7’,.(H) has a natural 
structure of connected noncommutative Hopf algebra, defined by Aj(n) -=- 
j(n) @ 1 +m 1 @j(,). Wh en N is locally finite dimensional, this defines a Hopf 
algebra with commutative multiplication (T,(N*))*‘, denoted T*(N); we use 
here the identification of M* @N* with (M @I N)* given by the formula 
(2 I;;, jq(??? y! 12) :r(wz) . P(n). 
0.10. Pigraded .-l-modules (JZ,,,,; ( p, q 5 2) have each -If,,,, finitely 
generated; morcovcr M,,,, 0 if either one of p, y is negative (first quadrant 
grading), or one of them is positive (third quadrant grading). Rigraded algebras, 
Hopf algebras, and modules over them arc defined in the obvious way. Unless 
specified, bigraded algebras are assumed commutative in the following sense: 
for x E ‘1 ),,. , y E ll,,,,,, , XJ’ =: ( --l)(‘ll*)(‘J’k’~‘) JX, and N? m: 0 if p (- 4 is odd. 
The condensation functor from bigradcd modules to graded modules is 
defined by DlLf =-- $JT=:_, s~ilf,,* . In the opposite direction we have functors: 
0.11. When i14 and N are graded modules over the graded algebra fl, 
Tori,,(M, N) is naturally a bigraded A-module [34, Chap. X]. When fl is 
connected, the formal power series 
PAM = 1 dim,(D TorA(k, nl)), zi E izizj 
is” 
is called the PoincarC series of M. The symbol k will be omitted when occurring 
either as a sub- or a superindex. Consequently, PM denotes the “Hilbert series” 
of the graded vector space M, and P, denotes the PoincarC series of A, as 
defined in the Introduction. 
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0.12. Spectral sequences always have first quadrant grading, increasing 
filtration, and differentials dT of bidegree (-Y, r - 1) [lo, Chap XV]. A spectral 
sequence of Hopf algebras is the object explained in [2, Theorem 1.11. 
0.13. For the triple (M, fl, N) consisting of a DG algebra /l and DG 
fl-modules M, N, Eilenberg and Moore have defined in [37] a positively graded 
A-module Tor”(3l, N). The following spectral sequences constructed in that 
paper will be referred to as the first and second Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequences of the triple (M, /l, N): 
\Ve quote two results from [37]: 
0.14. [37, Theorem 2.31. Let f: 11 + fl’ be a homomorphism of DG 
algebras, g: M--f AZ’ and h: N--j. X’ be f-linear homomorphisms of DG 
modules. Suppose N( f ), H(g), H(h) are isomorphisms. Then the first Eilenberg- 
Moore spectral sequences are isomorphic from the term E*, and there is a 
functorial isomorphism Torf(R, h): Tor”(M, N) % Tor”‘(M’, N’). 
0.15. [37, Corollary to Theorem 2.11. If M+ or Nd‘ is a free /l+-module, 
there is a natural isomorphism Tor”(M, N) ‘v H(M @, N). 
0.16. The Eilenberg->Ioore spectral sequences have the following 
additional properties: 
(a) if ill and ,V are commutative /l-algebras, the isomorphisms of 0.14 
and 0.15 are isomorphisms of d-algebras (cf. [2, Sect. I] or [21, Proposition 1.91); 
(b) if/l is connected and ICI x k = N, the spectral sequences of 0.13 are 
sequences of Hopf algebras [2, Theorem 1. I]. 
0.17. LEMMA. For the E” (resp. El) term of the first (resp. second) Eilenbey- 
IlToore spectral sequence of the triple (k, A, k) (A connected), there are commutative 
diagrams of Hopf algebras: 
Tor”(k, k) 3 TorHo(“)(k, k) 
TorA(k, k) A 
‘I’d’(k,k) 
Tor”(k, k) 
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wheref: A + H,(A) is the augmentation and eA2, e,,l are edge homomorphism of the 
corresponding spectral sequences (cf. [IO, Sect. XV. 51). 
I’yoof. From the definition of the Hopf algebra structures in [2, Sect. 11, 
Ei,O (resp. Bi,,) is a sub-Hopf algebra of E2 (resp. El) in the first (resp. second) 
Eilenberg-Moore sequence, and the edge homomorphisms are Hopf algebra 
maps. By the naturality of the edge homomorphisms, there are commutative 
diagrams of Hopf algebras: 
,A1 e/l’ 
TorA(k, k) 2% Tor”(k, k). 
The maps eiucn, (resp. e,i) are isomorphisms since the corresponding spectral 
sequence is concentrated in the line q = 0 (resp. p =: 0). The map E&(J) 
(resp. Ei,*(r])) is an isomorphism, since in any H(A)-(resp A#-) projective 
resolution X of h, X,,, is a subcomplex, which is a H,,(A)- (resp A,+-) projective 
resolution of k. 
0.18. Sign conventions. Let L be the interval of natural numbers [1, PZ]. 
If i, j ,... EL, ‘Tij... denotes the sign of the permutation (i, j ,..., L\{i, j ,... }) of the 
integers (I,..., n). For H, K subsets of the natural numbers with the induced 
order, 711,A = (Pl)t, where t is the number of pairs (u, V) E H x K with 
u > CL’, if H n K := ,rj’, and 7H K := 0 if B n K =b;)- 1.:. 
0.19. Matrix notations. We denote by the same letter, say c, a homomor- 
phism of finitely generated free A-modules and its matrix in some fixed bases. 
i c ~~,;“~::* is the determinant of the matrix obtained from c after deleting rows 
with indices i, i,... and columns with indices p, q,... . We make the convention 
that a square matrix with empty set of rows has determinant I and I c it::::. m-1 0
if either i =iorp = 4. 
If g is an alternating matrix, Pfij...(g) d enotes the Pfaffian [5, Sect. 51 of the 
alternating matrix of even order obtained by deleting from g rows and columns 
with Indices i, j,... . If g is of even order, 
Pf (g) = 1 %gxfAg) 
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(the formula in [5, Sect. 5, exercise 51 is incorrectly signed). We set P’( .: ) == I 
and P’r,j,,,(g) = 0 if i =j. 
1. HOMOMORPHISMS OF (T-)HOPF ALGEBRAS 
If A: .v’ - 9 is a map of (r-) Hopf algebras (see 0.8), we set: 
WC recall, in the context of r-Hopf algebras, a well-known result from Hopf 
algebra theory 136, Propositions 4.6, 4.3, and 3.61. 
LEMR'I4 1.1. Ev,!ery homomorphism h of (r-) Hopf aIpebras uniquely defines: 
(a) a structure of (r-)algebra on ,-/ ‘l\ h, for zchich the canonical inclusion 
i: .c/ \ h ---f .c/ is a (r-)algebra map; 
(b) a structure of (F-)Hopf algebra on ~3 /’ h, for which the canonical 
projection p: B - 3 / h is a (r-)Hopf algebra map. 
Proof. (a) By definition, &\\ h == Ker(u --- u’), where u and u’ are homo- 
morphisms & - g @ .d of (Y-)Hopf algebras. Consequently, (u - u’)(aa’) = 
(u - u’)(a) u(a’) + u’(a)(u -_- u’)(a’) and u(a) = u’(a) implies u(a(?‘) = u’(aozl), 
which proves the assertion. 
(b) By definition, .%’ ,/ h := Coker(w - v’), where v and ZI’ are homo- 
morphisms of (r-)Hopf algebras ~2 @ 9 --f 97. Im(a - TJ’), which is a right 
ideal from the definition, is in fact twosided because x%’ is commutative. Then 
p: .8 ---f 9 /’ h is an algebra map, and we put a structure of divided powers 
on 9? ,/ h by setting (p(b))(“) =: p(b(ll)). This is correctly defined since for 
b’ L= b -1 (v - ~‘)a, b’(R) = bcfL) +- zI.L, b(tf--i)(w - v’)(a)ci). Finally, since o and 
o’ are coalgebra maps, A,(Im(v - v’)) = (((v - z)‘) @ l)(l @ a) -+ (v’ @ 1) x 
(1 @ (V - ~‘)))(d.~~:,(sZ @ 99)) C Im(z - 21’) @ 99 + 9? @ Im(v - u’). This 
shows .9 /’ h has a unique coalgebra structure for which p is a coalgebra map, 
and the assertion is proved. 
There is a structure theorem for r-Hopf algebras, due to Schoeller: 
PROPOSITION 1.2 [41, Theorem 11. (a) Any I’-Hopf algebra is a free r-algebra. 
(b) If j: 3 - .uA is the canonical injection of a r-Hopf subalgebra in a 
r-Ifopf algebra, there is a map of r-algebras Y: LB - 8, such that rj = 1. 
(c) The composition 99 -+* 99 @ 9 +r@p .c?? @ (g / 8) is an isomorphism 
of r-algebras. 
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COROLLARY 1.3. Let h: ,c/ -+ 9 be a homomorphism of r-Hopf algebras, kt 
d denote the r-Hopf algebra h(.d), and i and p be as in Lemma 1.1. 
(21) There exists a r-algebra map y: -2 --t .s? such that hq = 1. 
(b) The composition 2 @ (A! “N h) ~‘l:.,~ A! @ & ---fp .s? is an isonzor- 
phism of r-algebras, and :d \ h is a free r-algebra. 
(c) There is an exact sequence of graded spaces (see 0.7): 
0 ---> 8”(d ‘\ h) =% Q’(.u’) oy(h) Oy(ti) oy(II) Oy(O / h) F 0. 
Proof. (a) follows from (a) in Schoeller’s theorem. To prove (b) we first 
note that ~(4 @) ;) is a r-algebra map, because 21 is a commutative algebra. That 
this is a k-linear isomorphism is seen by applying [36, Theorem 4.71. It follows 
that .r/ “\ h is isomorphic to the free r-algebra on the graded vector space 
Coker(QY(q)). Finally (c) is an immediate consequence of (b), and of (c) in the 
proposition. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 
be a commutative diagram of (r-)TSopf algebra homomorphisms. 
(a) The following conditions are eyuizalerrt: 
(1) g is injective; 
(2) g / ~1: A? /j ---f .-A’ /j’ is injective; 
(3) P(g ,/ ~2): P(.@ / j) + P(g’ ii/ f) is injective. 
(b) There is a natural isomorphism of (r-)Hopf algebras 
g’ / 9 ‘v (.gf’ ,~/“j’) ,d (gj ,/j). 
pyoof. (a) The commutativity of the diagram of (I’-)algebras 






.Q? @ (# \ p') 2% .8 (g B' L gg 
is checked directly. By Corollary 1.3(b) ( or a similar argument in the Hopf 
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algebra case), the compositions of the maps in both upper and lower lines are 
isomorphisms. Tensoring with k over ~1 one gets a commutative square of 
algebras: 
.d ‘,, p z d /’ j 
‘it, ‘; -,I l!,:,.Tl 
.x7 :\ p’ N AT </ j’. 
n’ow we can write down the chain of equivalences: g is injective <> g ‘\, .d is 
inject& -f;- g / & is injective e P(g / cpY) is injective, the last assertion being 
true by [36, Proposition 3.91, which is applicable since .g /‘j and .S?’ /f are 
Hopf algebras by Lemma 1.1(b), and g /’ .& is easily seen to be a Hopf algebra 
map. 
(b) Consider the natural maps: 
The first one is a (r-)algebra homomorphism and the second one is a (r-)Hopf 
algebra homomorphism. The commutative square in the proof of (a) shows that 
the composition is a (r-) lg b a e ra isomorphism. The commutative diagram in 
the proof of (a) gives an isomorphism 
By associativity of the tensor product, the left side is isomorphic to 
(8’ \~ p’) / (99 \, p). 
The positively (resp. negatively) graded Hopf algebra n/ is said to have an 
increasing (resp. decreasing) filtration if there is given a sequence F&' (i E Z) 
of graded vector subspaces of ,&‘, satisfying: 
(i) F,.d C Fi+,d; 
(ii) F,.&’ = 0 (resp. F+d = d) for i < 0; 
(iii) ~2 = (J F,,d (resp. 0 = n F,d); 
(iv) (F,.d)(FpZ) CF,,.@'; 
(v) AF&'C -&Fi_jd @)Fj.u'. 
The associated bigraded object is a Hopf algebra denoted E"d. If F,d is an 
increasing filtration on the positively graded Hopf algebra .&, Fid* = F._iaZ* = 
Im((&‘/Fi-&‘)* - AZ’*) is a decreasing filtration on the negatively graded Hopf 
algebra .d*. The increasing filtration defined inductively by setting F,d = q(k), 
Fid = Ker(.zZ +A .d @ ~2 + d/F,d @ d/l;;-,sl) is called the primitive 
filtration. Its dual is the augmentation ideal filtration on .d*. 
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\\‘e recall that a Hopf algebra is called coprimitive, if the natural map j’(.c/) + 
Q(,p/) I.rJ/I2d is injective. The Hopf algebra T*(N) defined in 0.9 is clearly 
coprimitive. The following criterion for a Hopf algebra to be coprimiti\c is due 
to 1Iilnor and AIoore: 
PROPOSITION 1.5 [36, Propositions 4.17 and 4.201. 7%~ Ilopf algebra .-A is 
coprimitive if and only if its multiplication is (associative and) r~nmmutative, and, 
in case k has characteristic p : 0, a” 0 for any a E I&. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let .& be a positively graded Hopf algebra zLth an increasing 
filtration. Suppose that there is an isomovphism of Hopf algebras IA EW - EW, 
where 34 = T*(N) (for some locally jinite-dimensional vector space AT) is filtered 
by the primitive3(iltration. 
If ~1 is copvimitive, there is an isomovphism u: ,pL - .94 of Hopf algebras, such 
that EQ(u) ~~ uQ. In particular, this is true if .c/ is a r-Hopf algebra. 
Proof. After dualization we obtain an isomorphism z:O ($) “: p#/i” --f 
EO&‘* of bigraded Hopf algebras, where&T* has the augmentation ideal filtration. 
For x E ~1” there is a unique i -3 0 such that x EF~sJ* and x #FL -‘.d*; we 
denote by F the image of x under the canonical map F”c/* -+ Fi--/4/Fi-‘1.d* = 
E;,,J/*. 
We first prove that F4d* -= P.d*. Let s EE~~JJ~. Then YE Z$ for some 
i :,‘-- 2. Since I?:,,&* ~: (Ej .&*) . (Ey-, .,T/*), there exist elements?l,,, ~Fl.d*, 
z,,? E Fi-‘,cP such that x L z:, &,&,a , or equivalently, 
Similarly, we find for each .i > 0 elements yju t F1xLA, zja t F’ : ~-l.-/ __ C Ix/” 
such that 
Now notice that X~ •F~i-jzL* n xY&,+, which, by (iii) of the definition of a 
filtration, is zero forj sufficiently large, sayj > t. From the above equations we 
get 
On the other hand, condition (iv) of the definition shows that I~,& = (Fr&*)” C 
F2&*, which proves that F2&* = I”.c-l*. 
From the identifications P(sri’“) ~- (Q(.d))*, Q(,r/*) (P(&)),’ [36, 
Proposition 3.101 and the hypothesis that .c’/ is coprimitive, one sees that the 
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canonical map P(Jd*) ---f Q(d*) IS sur’ec J t ive. Fix a k-linear section w of this map 
and consider the composition of vector space homomorphisms: 
By the universal property of the tensor algebra, 0 extends to a homomorphism 
of augmented algebras fromg* == T(iv*) to L/~, denoted by z’. (2(a) is surjective 
by construction, and since the hypotheses of the proposition imply that sJ’* is 
connected, the surjectivity of ‘u follows from [36, Proposition 3.81. .d* and 29” 
having equal PoincarC series, ZJ is bijective, hence an algebra isomorphism. 
To pro\-e that v is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras, one has to check that 
(U @ V) A,,* = il,f,z. Both maps are algebra homomorphisms, so it is sufficient 
to prove they agree on some system of generators of .9*. TVe fix a basis of (sN)” 
and denote by e, the canonical images of its elements in.@“: they form a (minimal) 
sy-stem of generators of the algebra J . _ 0 * Voreover, for any i ej is primitive in .%” 
and e(e,) is primitive in ,rl” by construction. This is exactly what the equality 
means. 
To SW that I:‘O(zs) : ~‘0 we remark that always lli,d* CP”.r/“, and since it is 
already pro\-ed that .c/ * is a tensor algebra, a comparison of PoincarC series 
shows that the inclusion is in fact an equality. 1Ve have shown that the map 
1, ‘i”’ : .c/ -> 29 satisfies all the required conditions. The last sentence of the 
proposition is an immediate corollary of the preceding, since a r-Hopf algebra 
obviousI!- satisfies the conditions of the RIilnor-5Ioore criterion. 
In this section (B, 11, k) is a local ring over which all algebras are defined, and 
On will be abbrcx-iated to 0. 
Xotntions 2.1. F denotes a DG subalgebra of the minimal B-free resolution I’ 
of k (see 0.7). i: F + Y is the canonical inclusion. TT’e suppose the following 
two conditions are satisfied: 
(9 in-: F’ - I-+’ is a split monomorphism of graded R-modules (hence 
Fx is a free B-module); 
(ii) ii xix-es I-” the structure of’ a free P-module. 
‘I’IIEOREAI 2.2. Under the above hypotheses there is a IIopf algebra structure 
011 12 ,c *- ‘I, unique& defined by the requirement that the natural prcjection 
T&(/7, k) : h @ I’- 12 ‘..‘,;,TF (k $1 Y) k ‘GF I- 
be a hommot$hisnz of Hopf a[yebras. 
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Moreover, there is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras 
p ‘n,n ‘rOry(k, k) ‘. (k (gjF Y),;,,, . 
Proof. Let Y be an F-projective resolution of k in the category of LX 
F-modules [37, Sect. l] and E: Y --+ k be the augmentation. By the comparison 
theorem for such resolutions [37, Proposition 2. I], there is a unique up to chain 
homotopy q-linear map of complexes g: Y + Y over the identity map of k 
(here 7 is the structure map of the B-algebra F, H and the l’,‘s are given trivial 
grading and differential). It gives rise to a commutative diagram: 
The maps in the top row are well known to bc isomorphisms [34, Theorem \‘. 
9.31. H(DY &) C) is, by definition, TorF(k, l ): ‘I’orF(k, Y) --+ Tor”(/z, Ii), and is 
bijective by Eilenberg and XIoore’s Theorem 0.14. H(k CT) J.) is an isomorphism 
by Eilenberg and RIoorc’s Theorem 0.15. 
Now, since both k 63 IS and R j?F JT have zero differentials, the right r.ertical 
map of the diagram coincides with the canonical epimorphism h I:< I’ --f k I:,)~ I’. 
On the other hand, the left vertical map is, by definition, the homomorphism 
Torq(k, k): TorE(lz. A) -+ Tor”(k, R). By the naturality of the Hopf algebra 
structures (see [2, Sect. l]), this is a Hopf algebra homomorphism. Thus the 
first part of the theorcnr is established. ‘I‘hc second assertion follows immediately, 
since the first ICilcnberg -1Ioore spectral sequence of the triple (k, F’. ii) (see 
0.13) has all the required properties, as is recalled in 0.16. 
Renravks 2.3. X situation where the conditions of 2.1 arc obviously satisfied 
arises with F J-(q), vvherc I’(q) is the DG’ subalgebra of the minimal resolution 
gcncrated by the elements of dcgrce . ‘y. For q 1 J’(1) is called the Koszul 
complex of B and will be denoted by P in what follows. Thus w’c get a new and 
shorter proof of one of the main results of [2]. 
We now introduce, in our particular setup, Cartan’s construction of the 
suspension homomorphism [9, exp. 61. Ixt 3 F TZj(F),j $ 0. Since Y is acyclic, 
there is a v E P-,. i with r/y = iz. It is easily verified that [z] t+ I @J$ gives 
a correctly map H,(F) -+ (k !;‘iF Y)jm. 1 - (k $Ji, F Tor*(k, 1~))~~~ i 
DEFINITIOX 2.4. The B-linear degree one homomorphism 
o: IH(F) --, k ‘“),, o F ‘roP(k kj 
is called the suspension. 
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Let f: (B, tt, k) + (B’, It’, k) b e a homomorphism of local rings over R, I” 
be the minimal B’ free resolution of k, F’ a DG subalgebra of Y’, satisfying the 
conditions in 2.1. Suppose f: F -F’ is an f-linear homomorphism of DG 
algebras. The commutativity of the following diagram expresses the naturality 
properties of the suspension: 







IEl(F’) --“-K&J. h@,.F ’ Tor*‘(k, k) c-- TorB’(k, k) 
(2.5) 
(heref = k @Jko,lf.+). Indeed, by Th eorem 1 in [9, exp. 21, there is anf-linear 
homomorphism of DG modules g: Y + Y’, and any such homomorphism 
induces f; the commutativity of the left square follows from the definition of CJ. 
The commutativity of the right one is a consequence of the observation that R 
beingf-linear is automaticallyf-linear, hencef, = k a1 g: k On IV -k k sB, 1” 
(the definition off, will be recalled in the next section). 
Gugenheim and May [21, Definition 3.71 have given a very general definition 
of the suspension homomorphism. In the special case we are interested in both 
definitions coincide, which is what we proceed to show. Let iL’ be a connected 
acyclic DG algebra with unit element ?z, lz: F + N a homomorphism of DG 
algebras. Let Y be an F-projective resolution of k with (Y),, == I;; WC fix s E (Y)” 
satisfying ~(3) = 1 E k. For z E X(F) choose y’ E Z(Y,) such that pi,, y’ = 
XN” E Z(Y,) (ds denotes the exterior differential of the resolution Y [37, Sect. I]; 
the choice of y’ is possible by the definition of exact sequences in the category 
of 11G F-modules). Also, by the acyclicity of N, there is an y EN such that 
dy =m= --h(z)n. Following [21] define the degree one B-linear map 
(is: IH(F) -+ TorF(k, A\T) 
by the formula 
CT&] = [s(y’) $J 72 +- x gy] E H(DY FF N) TorF(k, N). 
A comparison with Definition 2.4 shows that the following diagram is commu- 
tative: 
IH(F) 
“,,’ IL*‘, 0 
J Y \ 
TorF(k, k) >H(DYBF) TorF(k, Y) xEayi H(k OF I’) = k eFy. 
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The horizontal maps are isomorphisms, as was seen in the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Thus we have available a key result of Gugenheim and &lay’s theory: 
PROPOSITION 2.6 [21, Corollary 5.131. K er u is the set of all elemerlts of H(F), 
decomposable as matric lllassey products. 
1Ve refer the reader to AIay’s paper [35] for the definition and properties of 
matric &Iassey products. \Ve note, however, that no explicit use of the matric 
products will be made in our approach to Golod homomorphisms in the next 
section: Proposition 2.6 contains all the information we need. In dealing with 
“ordinary” RIassey products we shall find useful the following. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A DG algebra E is said to have trivial Massey products if 
for anv n 3 3 and any set of (homogeneous) elements hi ,..., h, of M(E), the 
Massey product (/zl ,..., h,,: is defined. 
IAVJIA 2.8. If E has triGa Massey products, then for an?) set of (homogeneous) 
elements h, ,..., h,, of IH(E), (:h, ,..., h,,> consists onb of the .zeYo homology class. 
Proof. Our assumption implies that 0 E II(B) is an element of every >Iassey 
product. So we have only to show that any n-at-y 1Iassey product has zero 
indeterminacy [35, Definition 2.11. This is certainly so when n = 2, so we can 
assume it has been proved for ~1 c n. In particular, any n-ary Massey product is 
strictly defined [35, Definition 1.21. By a result of RIay [35, Proposition 2.41, 
we conclude that it has zero indeterminacy-. 
Remarks 2.9. It was shnwn in [2, Proposition 2.11, as a consequence of 
a general result of RIay, that the Riassc!; products in Tor4(B, h) (13 being an 
A-algebra), can bc computed from an! rl-free algebra resolution of either first or 
second argument. In particular, WC: can unambiguously speak of ‘T’orl(B, Ir) 
having trivial >Iassey products in the sense of Definition 2.7. 
Tor”(/z, k) is a r-Hopf algebra: for a detailed description of this structure we 
refer the reader to [24, Chap. 21 ( see also [42]). Moreover, Tar-(k, h) is a functor 
from the category of local rings over k, defined in the Introduction, to the category 
of r-Hopf algebras. 
Indeed, let f: (A, In) ~-+ (B:, II) b e a hon~omorpl~ism of local rings over k, 
X a minimal d-free resolution of 71, 1’ a minimal R-free resolution of k. By [24, 
Lemma 1.8.61 there is a homomorphism -f: B fl .I- - I’ of nG T-R-algebras 
(cf. 0.7). Therefore the induced map: 
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is a homomorphism of r-k-algebras; that f* commutes with the diagonal is 
immediate from the definitions. It is well known that any map j’ given by the 
comparison theorem for resolutions, induces f,+ in homology (e.g., [IO, Sect. 
VIII. 31). 
THEWEBZ 3.1. In the above notations, the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) f is small; 
(2) TorB(k, k) is a free TorA(k, k)-module via f* ; 
(3) Qy(f*) is injective (cf. 0.7); 
(4) some (resp. any) B-linear homomorphisms fi B @ 1y + I’ of complexes 
over B 6) E: B @ k --t k induces a split monomorphism f +'; 
(5) there is a homomorphism fi B @I X --f Y of DG B-algebras, such that 
f# is a split monomorphism of B-modules and I’* is a free (B @I X)+-module viaf#. 
Proof. (1) * (3). From (b) of Proposition 1.3 the injectivity off, is equivalent 
to the isomorphism To+(k, k) \ f* N k, and from (c) of the same proposition 
we see this last condition is equivalent to the injectivity of &(f+). 
It is clear, that each one of the remaining conditions implies (1). 
(I) :- (2) follows from Rlilnor and Moore’s [36, Theorem 4.41. 
(1) -:- (4) is a consequence of Lemma 0.4. 
(3) + (5). The existence of a DG r-algebra homomorphism has been 
already noted. Both B @ Sand I’ are free r-algebras, so the required properties 
of f will follow if we show that Qy( f +) is injective. But k @ Q(f+) == 
Ql(k (3 t*‘) _ QQ*), and the assertion follows from Lemma 0.4. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let f: A - B be a small homomorphism of local rings over k. 
There exists a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras 
E” - Tor$(B*B)(k, k) => TorB(k, k) ,/'f.+ P,Q - 
‘The proof is immediate from Theorems 3.1 and 2.2 (with F = B @ X), once 
we note that k CZJ~ Y and TorB(k, k) /f.+ are isomorphic vector spaces by 
construction, and the Hopf algebra structure of each is uniquely determined 
by the requirement that it is a quotient of To+(k, k) (Lemma 1.1). 
COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose that f in the theorem gives B the structure of a 
finitely generated A-module. If the minimal d-free resolution P of B admits a 
structure of (associative) DG algebra, the spectral sequence degenerates with 
E” m= E”. In particular, one has the equality of Poincare’ series (see 0.1 I): 
PBjP.4 = &A(B I;) f 
481/50/z-12 
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\le note that by a result of Huchsbaum and Eisenbud, the hypotheses of the 
corollar~~ are fulfilled if B is a factor ring of .~l and pd.,B < 3 (see [7, Sect. 11). 
I+w$ The homomorphisms of DG algebras 
induct isomorphisms in homology. By Ililenberg and Moore’s Theorem 0.16 
the!- give rise to isomorphic spectral sequences. Since P is minimal, i’ ~$1 k has 
trivial differential and the spectral sequence it defines degenerates with 
E” 1:“. 
Our nest objective is to give several equivalent conditions characterizing 
Golod homomorphisms. In the following remark we describe a very special 
“distinguished resolution” of k (in the sense of Gugenheim and _1Iay [21, 
Definition 1.4]), which will be used in the proof. ?\Tote, that for --I regular. 
f surjective, and Ker fC m2, G is the “Eagon resolution” of [24, Chap. 41. 
Rc~trnlks 3.4. Let f: (A, III) -+ (11, 11) be a homomorphism of local rings 
owr k, such that 111 TorA(B, k) xm 0 (for example,fis surjective, or B is a trivial 
extension of -J-1: cf. the proof of [23, Tl ic’orcm 21). With S and I; as in Theorem 
3.1, let Ar be a free B-module, 8: k 13~ zV -+ IH(B @ S) I Tor”(B, k) an 
isomorphism of k-vector spaces. In view of our assumption on f, 8 is B-linear, 
so 8(~ @ L\‘) can be lifted to a homomorphism of B-modules 6: X + IZ(B IT I\‘). 
Ily [2 1, Theorem 2.11, there is a differential d on the graded B (3 X-module 
G - (B 6‘1 -1) OH r,(N) with the following properties: 
(i) H(G) > k; hence, considered as a Z>G B-module, G is a B-free resolu- 
tion of k; 
(ii) Ict F,,G bc the 11 y-1 ,Y-submodule of G, generated by the elements 
1 l,~jj(,z,) I$ “. c:j;;(n,) (1 E B @ S, ?rt E X, s << p) (cf. 0.9); the spectral sequence 
defined by the filtration (F,,G) has El term isomorphic to the bar resolution of k, 
considered as a module over the augmented k-algebra tl(B (3 S) (cf. [34, 
C’hap. S]); 
(iii) (((1 @j(n)) = 6(n); 
(iv) in case To+(B, k) is locally finite as a k-vector space, one has the 
equalities of Poincarb. series: 
~1:: BG _ p72&4x . pmm) _ P,(l _ X(pAB _ l))-l* 
THEOREXI 3.5. Letf: (A, III) - * (B, n) be a homomorphism of local rings over k. 
The follou+y assertions are equivalent: 
(1) .f is small and TorA(B, k) has trivial Massey products (cf. Remarks 2.9); 
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(2) ,f is small ad the suspension 
0: I ‘Tar-“(B, k) + ‘TorB(k, k) p f-. 
(cf. Dejiititiott 2.4) is injective; 
(3) J is small and D induces att isor~rovphism: 
I ‘Tor,‘(B, k) 2 I’(‘l’oF(k, k) ~ f*); 
(4) f is small, It1 Tor”(B, k) m= 0, and there is an isontovphisvt (4 Hopj. 
a&ebras : 
ToP(k, k) ,;, ’ f,: ‘v 7’“(1 ‘L’or’(B, k)) 
(lf. 0.9); 
(5) 111 TorA(B, k) z 0 and there ir equality of fur-ma2 power sevius: 
PA PzJ -== 1 - Z(PAB - 1). 
Roof. (X and Y have the same meaning as in Theorem 3.1.) 
(1) => (5). Denoting by (B, ii) the local ring B @ k, we remark that 
ii == (I To+(B, k))O . Since s is locally finitely generated as an A-algebra? 
Tor,A(B, k) = H,(B @ X) is a Noetherian H,(B @ S) = B-module for each i. 
Our hypothesis on Massey products implies that 
111 Tor”(B, k) = Ii1 TorA(B, k) : 0. 
On the one hand, this gives ii” =- 0, hence 11 is finite dimensional as a k-vector 
space, and N,(B @ S) is finite dimensional over k by the above remarks; this 
shows P.,B is defined. On the other hand, we obtain that IH(B (;3, S) (sfI k -= 
IH(B @ S). 
IIy Theorem 3.1, we can identify R C<; S with a ZJG subalgebra F of J-, 
satisfying the conditions of 2.1. It is easily seen from Lemma 2.8 that F has 
a trivial Massey operation in the sense of Gulliksen [23]. Hence Gulliksen’s 
extension of Golod’s theorem [23, Propositions 1 and 21 applies and gir-cs the 
formula for the PoincarC series. 
(5) =:, (4). Let G be the B i$$ ,X-module defined in remarks 3.4. By 
3.4(i) G is a B-free resolution of k, and 3.4(iv) shows it is minimal. The map 
i: B @ .V --t G, z(x) = x @ 1 (x E B @ S, I E T,(N)) is a homomorphism of 
DG B-modules, which is a split homomorphism of B-modules. By Theorem 3.1, 
this implies that f is small. Thus we can apply Theorem 3.2, which shows that 
To@(k, k) /f+ is the abutement of a spectral sequence with 
as a Hopf algebra. 
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This spectral sequence collapses: as shown in [21, Sect. 11, it can be obtained 
b!- filtering k BDZx G with the filtration {k (2B21,xF,G) (cf. 3.4(ii)), and 
k @:R,~l s G has trivial differential since G is miniaml. 1lorcover, we see that 
I-‘E” ii,* (ZP l~‘(B! x))“. On the other hand, I? is isomorphic, as a Hopf algebra, 
to the homology- of the reduced bar construction of 11(B @ S) 134, Chap. S]. 
It follows that PE;,+ G< (zP@:J~) 7, ) (the inequality is coefficientwise). Com- 
paring the two relations for the I’oincare series we set that B” L!‘” is a bigraded 
Hopf algebra, isomorphic to the reduced bar construction .g of the augmented 
/z-algebra li(B (3 S) = Tor*i(B, k). Since .2 Y R”T”(I TorA(B, k)) for the 
primitive filtration introduced in Section 1, we conclude the proof of (4) by 
applying Proposition 1.6, Tor”(k, k) /‘jJ being a I’-Hopf algebra by Lemma 1.1. 
(4) =:- (S), since by nIilnor and Moore [36, Theorem 4.41, 
‘I’oP(h, Iz) Y Tor”(k, k) (/ k 1’*(1 l’or”(D, Ii)) 
as Tor”(k, k)-modules. 
(4) k (5) -:- (3). With the notations of Remarks 3.4 and of the proof that 
(5) implies (4), WC have for any x EIZ(R @ X): Z(Z) 7 -u’j(n) for some n E A’, 
such that 8(n) 7~ --Q. By the definition of (T, U[Z] -= 1 @j(x). The assertion 
follows from the expression of TorB(k, h) ,/’ f, in (4). 
(3) .- (2) is clear, and (2) :- (1) is a consequence of Proposition 2.6. The 
proof of the theorem is now complete. 
DEFINITION 3.6. A hon~omorphisn~ satisfying the equivalent conditions of 
the previous theorem is called a Golod homomorphism. An ideal a C A is 
called a Golod ideal, if A - A/a is a Golod homomorphism. 
HenzarRs 3.7. The notion of Golod holnomorphisrn is due to Levin. His 
original definition, given in [33] f or f sur’ec ive, is different from the one adopted J t 
here, but he has shown (unpublished), that it is equivalent to condition (1) of 
the theorem. The equivalence of conditions (l), (4), and (5) has been proved 
independently by Levin, who also pointed out to the author the necessity of 
the assumption It1 Tor”(D, k) : z 0. A different proof that (4) characterizes Golod 
homomorphisms has been given by Liifwall [49, Corollary 2.41. 
Before listing some examples we note for further reference two formal 
properties of small homomorphisms. Both are immediate consequences from the 
functoriality of Tor-(h, k) on the category of local rings over k. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let f: A --f B, g: B -- l C be homomorphisms of local rings ouer IL 
(a) If f and g aye small, so is gf. 
(1,) If gf is small, so is f; in particular, an ideal contained in a small ideal is 
itself small. 
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hVMA 3.9. Let f: d + B be a homomorphism of local yings over k. Denote by 
a and B the completions fey the respective maximal-ideal-adic topologies. f is small 
(yesp. Golod) ;f and only if the induced map fz A -+ B has this property. 
Remarks 3.10. A necessary condition for a homomorphism f: (.-I, m) + 
(B, 11) of local rings over k to be small is the injectivity of the induced map 
fi: tnjn? --F n/n". 
For a surjective f this can be reformulated as Kcr( f) C m2. \Vc further note that 
when fi is injective the Koszul complex of A can be naturally mapped via the 
DG algebra homomorphism k’” -+ KA @ B C KB to the Koszul compler of R. 
The induced homomorphisms of homology algebras will be denoted H(F). 
EXAMPLE 3.11. For d regular, S = R”; an immediate consequence of the 
minimality of Tate’s resolution [22] is the assertion that f is small if and only if 
fi is injective. If f is furthermore surjective, this is just a reformulation of a well- 
known result of Serre [43, Chap. IV, Appendix]. 
1Ve recall that B is called a Golod ring if KB has trivial Massey products. 
Levin [33, Theorem 3.51 has proved, that for A regular and f surjective, f is 
Golod if and only if Ker(f) C m2 and B is a Golod ring. An alternate proof is 
easily obtained from Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 3.5. 
EXAMPLE 3.12. If ri is a complete intersection, f is small if and only if .f, is 
injective and H,(k’f) is injective. This can be deduced, for example, from the 
existence of the minimal algebra resolution, Tate’s computation of Tor*‘(k, k) 
[45, Theorem 6; 24, Proposition I .5.4] and Assmus’ formula for Q,Y(Tor-(k, k)) 
[24, Propositions 3.3.41. 
EXAMPLE 3.13. Let C = AaX 1 ,..., X,,J (power series ring), and c an ideal 
of C contained in (X1 ,... , S,,)C, B = C/c. Then the canonical inclusion ;Z --t C 
induces a homomorphism f: A ---, B, which is small. Indeed, the composition 
A + B --f B/(X, ,..., S,,)B = .4 is the identity map, and Lemma 3.8 applies. 
EXAMPLE 3.14. A particular case of the above example is obtained with 
B = A(M), where M is a finitely generated A-module (see 0.5). However, in 
this case we have more: f: d -, B is Golod by Gulliksen’s [23, Theorem 21. 
4. ExIsTFNc7z 0F SMALL IDEALS 
We start with a theorem which is contained, via Lemma 3.8, in a more precise 
result of Levin [33, Theorem 31, asserting that 111’ is a Golod ideal for Y suffi- 
ciently big. We have included a proof of Theorem 4.1, since it is totally indepen- 
dent of 1Iassey products theory. A consequence of the theorem is that every 
ring of positive Krull dimension contains nonzcro small ideals. Later in this 
section it will be shown that this may not be the case for Artinian rings. 
Proof. Let h ti’ be the Koszul cornpIe\; of ~1. C‘hoose r 7 such that 
n(l~‘K) =. 0; this is possible by results of i\uslandet--uuchsbaum [I] and Serre 
[43] on the homology of the Koszul complex; a wry short proof of this assertion 
is given in [ 121. The projection p: Ii F K:‘l”K of IIG algebras induces isomor- 
phisrn in homology. Uy Eilenberg and :\Ioore’s Theorem 0.14, pX -= Tor”(k, k): 
Tory/s, k) + ‘I’()+ I’K(k, k) is an isomorphism. 
I,et f: _1 P $11 B be the canonical projection. Since Q C ttt” C nt?, K/UK 
can be identified with KB (Remarks 3. lo), and there is a commutative diagram: 
Taking Tor’s we get a commutative diagram: 
which sho\n-s that Q,. is injective. On the other hand, by [2, Theorem 5.11 (see 
also Remarks 2.3 above)? 
Since both TorA(k, k) and To@(k, k) are k @Z K-free (from the existence of 
minimal algebra resolutions or from Hopf algebra theory), 1,emma 0.4 shows 
that Tot+, k) f* is injective. 
IVe now quote a well-known result of Tate [45, Theorem 41 and Scheja [40, 
Satz I], in the form due to Gulliksen [24, Proposition 3.4.11. 
PJ~OPOSTI~S 4.2. Let b be a completr intersection ideal in -4 (see 0.2). 
g: -4 - .4/I> induces isonlovphisws 
Q,Y(,P+): Q,~(Tor~(k, h)) z QiY(‘l~or.4’“(k, k)) for i . 3, 
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and an exact sequence 
PROPOSITIOX 4.3. Let b be a complete intersection ideal in (a-I. IIt). Jf 
n C b n nt2, then a is small. 
Proof. Denote by f: ,4 - -4/a, h: 4,‘a -+ -i/b, 0” = hf the natural maps. 
Since Q,“(g,) = QjY(h*) _Oj?(f+J, QIY(f*) is inject& for i > 2 by the previous 
proposition. On the other hand, Qr(f*) is injectire since a C m2. By Theorem 3. I 
f is small. 
PROPOXTIOX 4.4. Let (A, m) be a local ring, s a nonzero divisor in m, 11 = .~a’ 
for some ideal a’ in nt. Then a is Golod. 
I?1 pavtirular, the conditions on a are satisfied if either 
(4 Pd.4a is finite and depth a < I ; or 
(b) --I is a unique factorization domain and ht a .< 1. 
Proof. a is small by the previous proposition, and the arguments of Shamash 
in the proof of [44, Theorem 31 show that B 0 S has trivial RIassey products, 
so that the conditions of Theorem 3.5(l) are satisfied. 
Suppose pd a is finite. By MacRae’s theorem (see [7, Corollary 5.2]), 41 =-= XII 
for some ideal a’ of depth 32 and some nonzero divisor x. Since depth a < 1 
by assumption, .c’ E m. On the other hand, if ht a < 1, a is contained in a height 
one prime ideal, which is principal when A is a UFD. 
Remarks 4.5 (Golod). The above proposition, established by Shamash [44] 
for ,4 regular, was used by him to prove the rationality of Paia for two-generated 
ideals a. An equivalent condition to A being a UFD is pd a < 1 for such ideals. 
Hence depth A/a -= dim .4 -- pd A/a 2: dim A ~- 2, and Shamash’s result 
follows from that of Scheja [40, Satz 91. Conversely, Shamash has shown 
(Corollary 4 to his Theorem 3), that Scheja’s theorem can be deduced from his 
result. 
Now let JZH(KA) denote the subset of IiT( consisting of elements express- 
ible as matric Massey products. May has shown, that this is an ideal in H(KA) 
[35, Propositions 2.7 and 2.9 and Corollary 3.21. By another result of XIay [35, 
Theorem 1.51, H(Kf)(MH(W)) C &JW(K”/~) for f: A --f s/a (see Remarks 
3.10). We can now state a necessary condition for an ideal to be small. The author 
knows of no example where this condition is not sufficient. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. If a is a small ideal i?z (A, in), then n C nt2 andf: A -* A/a 
induces an injectice homomorphism: 
j? IH(K~)/MH(K~) - IzI(KA!‘a)/i~,~II(Ka!a). 
The proof is immediate from the naturality of the suspension (diagram (2.5)) 
and Proposition 2.6. 
The following two results show that some Artinian rings do not have nonzero 
small ideals. 
PROPOSITION 4.7. If d is an Avtinialz Golod ring, its only small ideal is (0). 
Proof. Let (I be a small ideal in rl. Since d is Golod, &‘H(K”) -= 0. That 
the triviality of ordinary A’Iassey products implies the vanishing of all matric 
RIassey products is presumably well known (cf. [33, Theorem 3.31 for a related 
result); anyway, this fact is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.5 and 
Proposition 2.6. By the previous proposition, H,,(k’f): I-l,(KA) ---f H,(I;;Aj”) is 
injective for n = dim, m/m L. On the other hand, Ker H,(Kf) = (0: nt) n n 
by the definition of the Koszul complex, and since A is Artinian (0: m) n a =- 0 
implies 0 0. 
PROPOSITIOK 4.8. Let (A, 111) be an Artinian Gorenstein ying with 
dim, m/m2 3 2. 
In the zing B = A/(0: nt) the only small ideal is (0). 
Proof. A being zero-dimensional Gorenstein, (0: nt) N h rv (s) for some 
s E A [31, Theorem 2211. Choose, by Cohen’s theorem, a surjective homo- 
morphism (R, p) -+ (A, nt) with R regular and p/p2 Y nt/m2, and an element t 
of R mapping to s. Let b be a small ideal of B, c’ its inverse image in R, c =-= 
Ker(R + B). First note, that t E p2: assuming the contrary, we have s $ nt”; 
but (s) = tne for some e, and e = 1 contradicts the hypothesis that nt is not 
principal. b being small in B we have the inclusions c C c’ C p2, hence the 
commutative diagram: 
HdKB) .-I?- TorrR(Rlc, k) 2 c @JR k 
I I 
H& 2 TorIR(&c’, k) --Z- 
+ 
C’@Rk 
in which the left vertical arrow is a monomorphism by Proposition 4.6. Since t 
clearly is not in pc, this shows it is not in pc’ either. This means s $ tn(c’A). 
But s is contained in any nonzero ideal of A, hence c’A = (0: m), that is b = 0. 
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We note that for dim, m/ma < 3 the ring B in the last proposition is Golod, 
but there are examples for any emnedding dimension 24, in which B is not 
a Golod ring, hence Proposition 4.7 does not imply Proposition 4.8. It is quite 
clear that neither does the reverse implication hold. 
Remarks 4.9. Rings which have no nonzero small ideals are interesting in 
relation to the rationality conjecture for P,, . Indeed, Levin [33, Theorem 3.171 
has shown that it is sufficient to prove the conjecture for A Artinian. If now 
a3 A is small and different from (0), so is b = a n (0: m) (Lemma 3.8). 
By another theorem of Levin [33, Theorem 3.91, b is Golod and f’A,b == 
P,.J(l - z2Pil dim, b). Of course, it is possible to continue this process until 
one obtains a homomorphic image of A which has no nonzero small ideals. 
EXAMPLES 4.10 (Artinian rings may have nonzero small ideals). 
The socle of a zero-dimensional complete intersection is small (even Golod) 
by [23, Theorem 11. Combined with Proposition 4.6 and Scheja’s theorem, 
according to which in embedding dimension <2 a local ring is either a complete 
intersection or a Golod ring, this result gives complete information on the 
existence of small ideals when dim, nt/ut2 < 2. 
We next show that for any pair of integers (n, m) with n > 3, m > 1, there is 
and Artinian ring A with t(A) = ( n, m), which is not a complete intersection 
and contains nonzcro small ideals (here t(A) denotes the pair (dim, nt/nt2, 
dim,(O: in)). Remark that t(A[T]/(T2)) = t(A) + (1, 0), and =2[T]/(T2) is 
complete intersection if and only if A is one. The results of the Appendix show 
that for any ideal a C m, aT is a small ideal of -4[T]/(T2). Hence it is sufficient 
to construct examples with n = 3. For m == 1 the socle is a Golod ideal [33, 
Theorem 3.111. If m 3 2, let C be a ring with t(C) == (2, m): e.g., C = 
k[T, , T,]/(T, , T,)“‘. By the above remarks ,+l = C[T]j(T2) has the required 
properties. 
5. HOMOLOGY OF TENSOR PRODUCTS OF QUOTIEKT RINGS 
In this section we establish a theorem, which for a regular ring A reduces to 
a statement slightly weaker than [3, Theorem I]. The basic idea is the same, 
but some preparation is required. We single out in the following definition a class 
of DG A-algebras, for which very explicit computations can be carried out in 
some Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequences. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let f: A --j B be a surjective homomorphism of local 
rings. We say that I’ is a special DG A-algebra overf, if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) T/# Y V(F), where I’( ) is the free algebra functor (0.4), and F is 
a free graded A-module, locally of finite rank, with Fi = 0 for i < 0; 
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(ii) dVi C (I”V),-t for i ,‘- 3; 
(iii) there is a homomorphism j Jy - r B of DG algebras, such that f, = f 
and Z,,(j): II(,( V) + R is an isomorphism. 
If moreover Cf,( C-) x 0 for i : da 0, C. is called a special ,-J-free resolution of B 
(cf. [47, Definition 21). It is noted in [47, Satz 21, that a special A-free resolution 
of B always exists, and is unique up to (a noncanonical) isomorphism. We also 
note that in such a resolution 4 induces an isomorphism k igl;; -* k (3 Kerf. 
b?JhIA 5.2. Let l- be a special DG a[yebr-a ozter f, 11 = Ker f, 
ii = Im(u/a n III’ ‘v a + nt2/m2 C m/m2 e TorrA(k, k)). 
Denote by 17 Torv(k, k) the bigraded Hopf algebra, associated to TorV(k, k) zcith 
respect to the jiltration defined by the second Menberg-Moore spectral sequence of 
the triple (k, V, k) (cf. 0.13, 0.16). If either 
(a) ALI is regular, ot 
(1)) f is small, 
there is an isomorphism of 1Iopf algebras: 
B” Tor”(k, k) ‘v (C ,,,,, Torl(k, k)/(ii)) d LT(ho,,F), 
where ((I) is the Hopf ideal of TorA(k, k) feuerated by (1, pi == k @Fi for i > 2, 
FI =-= Ker(k @Fl -+ k ~3 ttt). 
Proof. (E’} denotes the second Eilenberg-&‘Joore spectral sequence of the 
triple (k, J’, k) (cf. 0.13), w ic h h IS a sequence of Hopf algebras by 0. J 6. Condition 
5.1(i) and [2, Proposition 3.51 imply that 
I?? !Y! (z~,~,o vrorA(k k)) 0 W,,,@ OF)) 
as bigraded DG Hopf algebras. Condition 5.l(ii) means that d’(k @ Fi) = 0 
for i > 2, and gives an esact sequence 
0 c Tor,A(k, k):fi c Tor,“(k, k) +- k @ Fl + F, + 0. 
From [2, Corollary- 3.21, there is an isomorphism of bigraded Hopf algebras: 
R2 N (v,,.,, TorA(k, k)/(S)) @ U(h,,,F). 
We note that P(U(h,,,i;)) = h,,,F, and that the primitives of a tensor product 
are the direct sum of the primitives of the factors (e.g., [36, Proposition 3.121). 
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In case (a) Tor”(k, A)/(-) u 1s an exterior algebra on its elements of degree 1, 
hence P(P) = Ei,, . In case (b) E = 0 (Remarks 3.10) so E” = El and 
Suppose there is an s such that & + 0, dS 0 for 2 -< Y ..: z. Choose an 
clement .Y of minimal total degree, not contained in Kcr(d”), say .I’ ii Ei,, . 
ObviousI\- 9 ‘-. I, so that d”x E Ei-S,Y ia--l , with Q i s 1 3,; 2. A lemma of 
I,. Smith (quoted as [2, Lemma 3.71) shows that d”s is primitive. 
1i-e ha1.c seen that if A is regular, no primitive of ES == E” can have :;econd 
degree greater than I, so in case (a) ct’ 0 for r 1;; 2. 
In case (bj we must have d”.~ F Eg,,, %-, . From the commutative diagram of 
IX algebras 
we obtain ‘Ior’(k, k) Torq(k. k) = Torf(k, k). The assumption that J is small 
implies that TorT(k, k) is injective. From Lemma 0.17 we SW that err1 is injective, 
which means that no clement of Ei. .+ == EA, * is a boundary. We have obtained 
a contradiction. showing that in case (b) as well CP = 0 for r :> 2, which proves 
the lemma. 
The next result is essentially a sharpening of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let f: A + B be a suujective small homomorphism of local 
rirqs, T,- n special .q-free resolution of l3 (I,'" E V(F)). Fov eaer! i I; 1 there 
rvii f s n ti evai f sequence : 
0 -t QT. ,(To/(k, Fz)) __ uY+lcr’k Q’:,.,(TorB(h, Iz)) - k x; Fi - 0. 
I+oc?f. The first Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence of the triple (K, I-, k) 
&generates \vith trivial extensions, leaving an isomorphism of Hopf algebras 
TorY(k. k) 1 ToP(k, K). Giving ToP(k, k) the filtration induced by the second 
Eilenberg-XIoore spectral sequence of the triple (k, I-, k), we have from the 
lemma P To@(k, kj % (zlO,,, TorA(k, h)) (3 U(h,,,k @F). Lemma 3.9 of [2] 
now @\-es the isomorphisms of free r-al,gebras: 
which prow the assertion. 
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JVe shall say that a DG algebra W is a special extension of the DG algebra I -, 
if l’ is isomorphic to a DG subalgebra of W and I&‘# N V(F) @ V# for some 
graded free .-l-module F, locally of finite rank, with F? 0 for i < 0. 
COROLLAI~~ 5.4. Let f: -4 --+ B, g: B + C b e surjective small homomorphisms 
of local rings. If V is a special A-free resolution of B, W is a special i2-free resolution 
of C, then W is a special extension of V. 
Proof. Let V” N V(F), IV” Y P-(G), (-) denote the ideal of ( )+, consisting 
of elements of positive degree. IVe note that V/P’” = F, W/IV2 !Z G. By [48, 
Satz 41, there is a homomorphism i: 1;’ -+ W of IIG algebras, such that 
HO( 2) = g. Let g: F -+ G be the map induced by 2 under the above identifica- 
tions. By Lemma 3.8 12 :-- gf is small, and the preceding corollary gives, for each 
i > I, a diagram with exact rows: 
The diagram is commutative: the proof of Corollary 5.3 shows, that the horizon- 
tal maps are induced by edge homomorphisms of the corresponding spectral 
sequences. By Theorem 3.1, Qr,.l(g*) is injective, hence so is k @ ,$ By Lemma 
0.4 g is a split monomorphism. 
Before stating the main result of this section, we note that the Hopf algebra 
structure of a tensor product of Hopf algebras over a Hopf algebra is uniquely 
determined by the requirement that the canonical maps from the factors be 
Hopf algebra homomorphisms [20, Theorem 4.21*]. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let f: .4 + B, g: d + C be surjective homomorphisms of 
local rings. If f is small, there is a spectral sequence of Hopf algebras: 
Ei>, = , T~x$‘$(~~~)(k, k) 3 (‘CorB(h, k) ~~~~~~~~~~~ Torc(k, k)), , r( 
and a commutative diagram of Hopf algebras: 
Tora(k, k) r&Tor~(k,k) TorC(k, k) u((BcG7)*O(r@c)*) * TorB@AC(k, k) 
where ,u is the multiplication homomorphism and e2 is the edge homomorphism (0.17). 
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Proof. To begin with, we note that wc can suppose a4 complete. Indeed, if 
we denote maximal ideal-adic completions by A, “is small (Lemma 3.9) and 
the limit term does not change. On the other hand, the E” term does not change L ^ 
either, since T orA (B C) -- r -‘(B C) 3 /f ,i , ’  ’ or ’ 1 ‘rorA(B, t) is 3 flat 
Tor”(H, C)-algebra with I Tor”(fi, c\ =-= c TorA(zct’)) Tor”(8, c). 
C’hoosc, by Cohen’s theorem, a regular local ring (R, +J) such that A == R/n 
with n C p”. Set b = Ker(R ----+ A +f B), c = Ker(R - A --+ C); note that 
b C p” sincefis small. Let C, I’, W denote special R-free resolutions of A, B, C, 
respectively, 5” -= V(R), I,-” z I;(F), IV- = by(G). Ry Corollary 5.4 we can 
assume F == F’ @ E, V# = C-(F) @ L: +. The inclusion II C I’ is denoted f, 
and 2: l- + IV is a map of DG algebras with N( 2) : g; the existence of g is 
asserted by [48, Satz 41. In the rest of the proof W is given a (left) U-module 
structure via g”. 
Consider the Eilenberggl&‘Ioore spectral sequences of the triple (I’, U, W); 
The left one is contained in the line q == 0 and degenerates with trivial extensions; 
the right one reduces to an isomorphism ToP( V, IV) ‘u Zi( J’ @IL/ II) by 
Theorem 0.15. We are left with an algebra isomorphism: f1(V c3U II’) ‘v 
TorA(B, C) (0.16). C onsequently, the first Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence 
of the triple (k, Y gU IV, k) has the required E” term, and is a spectral sequence 
of Hopf algebras (0.16). 
1Yith X;’ = I’ @K, f” == j @ IV’, we have the usual universal diagram of DG 
algebras: 
u ftr- 
\Yhcn Tor-(k, k) is given the filtration induced by the second Eilenberg-Moore 
spectral sequence of the triple (k, -, k), we deduce a commutative diagram of 
filtered Hopf algebras: 
TorU(k, k) ‘* --L Torr(k, k) 
f* B* 
Tor$(k, k) L--L Tor;k, k) 
which gives rise to a homomorphism of filtered Hopf algebras: 
h = ~(2~ Of-,'): Tor"(k, k) &,P(~,~) ToF(k, k) + ToF(k, k). 
We note that T is a special DG R-algebra over R - R/(b + c) == B GA C. 
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Condition 5.1(i) is fulfilled since 7’. : 1‘2 &)os hi,‘- 7: I‘(],-‘) _ I.(G) e 
I T(F’ ‘7 (G). conditions 5.1 (ii) and 5. I (“‘) in arc immediate. Kow Ixninra 5.7 gives: 
E”’ ‘I’or’(k, k) E F’,,,,, I ‘I’o+(k, k) /,, t.,‘(/r,I,,l:‘); 
E” ‘I’or’(k, k) rc ‘z’,,,. ‘I’o+(k, k) G$ ~~(kO,!l~‘) 
? ( ‘(holF’) 4~1 vo.U(‘l’dyk, k)) g; U(h,,,E), J” f7 ,:: F’. _, , 
E” Torrt(k, k) ? x.o,cr(‘TorR(k, k),(C)) (4 c’(k,,,G); 
E” ‘l’oF(k, k) N C’(l7J) (jc) 7~(,,0(TorR(k, k),(c)) @I U(h,.,G) 
(for the last isomorphism we note that since b C p”, (b $ c) (b -;- c) n p” z 
(c ~-~ +,I~):‘$ Y c,‘c n p2, hence (b I c) C). IVe obtain: 
ho: B”(‘l’orP(k, k) (P&+(~,~,) ‘l’or’+(k, k)) 
,Y 1:‘” TorV(k, k) g E~Tor~(i,7c) EC1 Torw(k, k) 
” C’(h,,,F’) @ V”,” TorR(k, k),‘(c) @ G(h,,,G) N_ E” ToS(k, k). 
The composition of the last two isomorphisms is the map induced in homology 
from the homomorphism: 
,u(jy &f!,:‘): ‘LlorYff(k, k) ~&,,,.u~(~:,~) Tor”‘“(k, k) ---f TorT#(k, k); 
this is easily seen by computing the relevant ‘I’or’s with the help of the Koszul 
resolutions (cf. [2, Lemma 3.41). Hence ho : E”(h) and nc see that h is an 
isomorphism. 
The commutative diagram: 
Tor”(k, k) @Tor~(i;,X) Tor”‘(k, k) 
h F Torl(k, k) 
nrj 0 qaeu2Q/- 
1 i 
CT2 
TorB(k, k) &or-~(B,L) Torc(k, k) d(B@dr@(f@c)*), TorE@,<C(,$, k) 
finishes the proof, since e,?, ey2, e,” are isomorphisms of Hopf algebras bp 
0.14, 0.16, and 0.17. 
We note that taking C = k in the above theorem, we obtain a new proof of 
Theorem 3.2 for the case of surjectiref. 
(:OKOLI.ARY 5.6. Under the hypotheses of the theorem, suppose that 
‘I’or,“(B, C) == 0 for i > 0. 
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Then : 
(21) P((B O& 0 (f@ CM 1s an isomorphism of Hopf algebras; 
(b) PAO*C = PLPCIPA ; 
(c) f (3 C: C + B @ C is small, and there is a?z isomwphisna of Hopf 
algebras: 
ToP(k, k) /‘f* N TorBsC(k, k) ,/ (f & C), ; 
(d) f is Golod ij and only if f (3 C is Golod. 
Proof. Since the spectral sequence of the theorem is concentrated in the 
line 2 0, e2 is an isomorphism: this proves (a). (b) and (c) are immediate 
consequences. To prove (d) we note that TorA(B, k) ‘v TorC(B (3 C, k) 
[lo, Proposition VI. 4.4.11. From this and from (b) we have that P,ljPD := 
1 ~~ Z(PAB -- 1) if and only if Pc/PBg, = 1 ~ z(PE.~’ - 1); the assertion 
follows from Theorem 3.5. 
Remarks. 5.7. Eisenbud and Herzog (unpublished) have proved (a) and (b) 
of the corollary under the less restrictive hypothesis that TorS~~A(~,‘;)(TorD(k, k), 
Torc(k, k)) = 0 f or p > 0; they use a different Eilenberg-Moore spectral 
sequence. It is interesting to know the precise conditions under which the map 
in (a) is an isomorphism. The answer is known ford regular: (Kerf) n (Ker%q) = 
(Ker f)(Ker 6) and (Kerf $ n?) n (Ker R I m2) = m3 [3, Theorem 21. 
6. REDUCTIONS TO THE GENERIC CASE 
The main result of this section shows that for some ideals a the computation 
of Pa/PA,, can be reduced to very explicit generic situations. All the “change 
of rings” theorems which are proved in this section and the following two make 
use of Theorem 6.2. Its proof, in turn, is based on Corollary 5.6 and the results 
of Eagon and Northcott in [15]. 
We start by introducing some notations, and recalling the definition of generic 
perfection, due to Eagon and Northcott. .Z[X] denotes the polynomial ring 
over the integers on the set indeterminates (X1 ,..., X,,}. For any Noetherian 
ring R and any set {a, ,..., a,} of elements of R, there is a unique ring homo- 
morphism o : Z[X] --f R, defined by @ (XJ = a, (1 < i < n). If I is an ideal 
of Z[X], the ideal a(I)R is denoted I(a, R); note that I = 1(,Y, Z[X’j). 
DEFINITION 6.1 [15, Sect. 81. The ideal1 C Z[Xj . is called generically perfect 
of depth d, if the equalities: 
d = depth(l(X, R[X]), R[X]) = pd,l,l(R[XJ,il(X, R[X])) 
hold whenever R = Z or R is a field with a prime number of elements. 
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By [15, Propositions 4 and 51, for any Koetherian R depth I(n, R) << d if I 
is generically perfect, and I(a, I?) is perfect if equality holds. 
To state the theorem we find it convenient to introduce the notation k(S) 
for any one of the rings k[X1 ,..., -Y,,], k[JF, ,..., Xn](X1 ,,,,. x,, , or k[X, ,..., zYJ. 
THEOREM 6.3. Let 1 be an ideal of Z[<Y], contained in (AY1 ,.,., S,J’?. Let 
(A, nt, k) be a local ring, a, ,..., a,, elements of m, n = I(a, iz). Suppose that either: 
(a) I is generically perfect of depth d and depth (I := d; or 
(b) I is generated by monomials in .lT1 ,..., X,, and a1 ,..., a, form an A- 
sequence. 
Then a is small, and there is an isomovphism of Hopf algebras: 
‘rorA’a(k’, K) / TorA(k, k) ‘v ~~or’~cx)‘r’x,~cx))(k, ) ,,/ ‘rork<x)(k, k), 
zuhich gives the equation of Poincare’ series: 
PA/P/j,‘a = (1 i- ““)‘11’p~(w>.I(x,7.(x;~) 
ilfooyeover, a is Golod if and only if k(sj,‘I(s, k(S\) is a Golod ring. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of ring homomorphisms: 
where g is the surjective A-algebra homomorphisms defined by g(X,) ~~ aj 
(1 < i <. TZ), h is the projection with kernel 1nr3[X], f is the projection with 
kernel I(X, A[X]), f’ = f @ 23, f” = f (3 /<[Xl, g’ = A[X]/I(X, A[X]) @g, 
h’ = -4[X]/I(X, A[X]) @ h. Note that f’ and f n are the canonical projections 
A + d/n and k[Xl ---+ k[X]/I(X, 12[5]), respectively. Localizing at the maximal 
ideal m -1. (X, ,..., XJ of A[X], we obtain a commutative diagrams of local 
rings, in which the localized maps are denoted by the same letters, and C 7. 
k[S, ,..., XJ,xl....,xn, : 
(I <lr- () --.-C& A 
Z[X],/I is a flat Z-module by [1.5, Proposition 51 in case (a) and trivially in case (b), 
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so the theory developed in the paper [ 151 is fully applicable. Since 0 is A[XJ-flat, 
we have: 
ToriQ(R, C) rv Tor$X’(AIX]/I(X, A[S]), k[X]) BAtXl 0, 
and this is zero for i > 0 by [15, formulas (7.7) and (2.7)]. On the other hand, 
Tor,@(R, 12) e Tor”‘xl(.~[S]:I(X, A[X]), A) @A[X~ 0 
cx ‘Tor~[X1(Z[.X]~I, A) f$,lxj Q 
by [15, formulas (7.8) and (1.2)]. However, Torf[“](Z[Xl/I, A) =: 0 for i 3, 0 
by [15, Proposition 41 in case (a) and by [13, Theorem 31 in case (b). Since f 
is small by Proposition 4.3, Corollary 5.6 shows that .f’ and f” arc small, and 
gives the isomorphisms of Hopf algebras: 
Tor”(k, k) N//f; =1 TorR(k, k) /fi -: T~rA:~(li, k) /f,‘. 
Moreover, it gives the equivalences: f’ is Golod o f is Golod -. > f” is Golod, 
and the last assertion is, by Example 3.11, equivalent to C,‘I(S, C) being a Golod 
ring. To finish the proof it is sufficient to note that the horizontal homomorphisms 
in the commutative diagram of rings: 
induce isomorphisms of the Hopf algebras Tor-(k, k). 
Ideals generated by monomials in the elements of an A-sequence are not 
perfect in the general case; for an example of perfect ideals belonging to this class 
we refer to [30, Theorem 21. The theorems of Tate and Scheja (Proposition 4.2) 
give complete information on the change of Poincark series for quotient rings 
modulo ideals generated by elements (i.e., degree one monomials) in an A- 
sequence. For monomials of degree two in the indeterminates XI ,..., 8-, , the 
relevant result has been recently obtained by Frijberg [17]. By combining his 
theorem with Theorem 6.2 and Proposition 4.2, we obtain: 
THEOREM 6.3. Let a, ,..., arr be an A-regular sequence. If a is an idealgenevated 
by monomials in the a,‘s o/ degree -<2, PA/PA ln is a polynomial. 
We now turn to determinantal ideals. As proved by Hochster and Eagon [28, 
Corollary 4 to Theorem I], Theorem 6.2 is applicable in this case. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. Let (A, III) be a local ring, u be an Y x s matrix (2 < Y < s) 
481/50/z-13 
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with entries in nt, and It(u) :=. a be the ideal generated by the t .X t minors of u 
(t < T :.< s). If depth I,(u) :-: (Y ~- t l)(s ~~ t I), then (I is small. 
The actual computation of l’,,‘P,,., for determinantal ideals looks like a \-er! 
difficult problem. One way to go at it is to determine the algebra structure of 
TorA(d-l/a, k) and apply Theorem 3.2; this is our method in Section 8, where 
we treat the case t ~-~ 1 Y s, by making use of an explicit description of 
the minimal -3-free resolution of -illa. In this section we settle the case t I’ at 
lesser expense, by a twofold use of Theorem 6.2, based on the following lemmas, 
due to Buchsbaum-Kim and Golod, respectively: 
LEMMA 6.5 [8, Lemma 3.91. Let ‘L’ hc the r ; (d -‘- v 1) matrix .zith 
entries zli 1 Ii = aj+lfor I < i < r,O <j << d 1,zli.j _~ OfOY I “j .: i < i 
orl(i- j - d -: 1 >‘: r. Then I,.(z) (a, ,..., a,$. 
TIIEOFX~I 6.7. It1 the xotations of Proposition 6.4, suppose that depth ~1 
S .,’ 1, n :m: I,.(u). The11 c[ is a Golod ideal, and 
Proof. Let c k[{21-7j]l: ,i , l‘SiJ, 1 be the generic r >( s matrix. I)\- 
Theorem 6.2 (and Proposition ’ ‘6.4) P//Z’,, ,(I ~ PC/PC,, cuj . Let I) : 
k[Xl ,...) S-J, cl m-m s Y ) 1, and let Il. bc the matrix of Lemma 6.6 for a. 
(1 < i .< d). Define .i ‘: C -+ I) by i x ‘(‘Yii) I,, . By Lemma 6.5, ‘(1,(I):)) “’ 
I,(I) (AYi ,..., XJ1’. This shovvs that depth I,(V) ~~ s ~ r A 1; from 
Theorem 6.2 we see that P,./P,--,v(,~ _~ P,ilPD,,, cv) , and Lemma 6.6 gives the 
desired formula. The assertion that n is a Golod Ideal also follows from Lemma 
6.6 and from the last sentence of Theorem 6.2. 
Remarks 6.8. 1Vhen A is regular, the theorem gives the results of Gover in 
[19, Sect. 41. Once we have established the fact that a is small, we could have 
deduced Theorem 6.7 from Theorem 3.5 and the triviality of the Masse! 
products in Tor”(A/a, k), established by Gover [19, Theorem 3.91. However, 
since we need Theorem 6.2 in order to prove the smallness of a, the present 
proof of the generalization of Gover’s theorem is preferable, since it avoids the 
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intricate construction in [19] f o a multiplicative structure of the Buchsbaun-Kim 
complex (cf. [S]). 
The following corollary can be deduced either from Theorem 6.7 via Theorem 
3 of Eagon and Hochster [13], or directly from Theorem 6.2 and [3, Proposition 
31, which deals with the case of A regular local; we insert a warning: the formula- 
tion of the last proposition contains a misprint. 
COROI.I.AK~- 6.9. I,et a1 ,..., n, he atr .-I-regular seq~wr~e rind p, ,..., ,b,, , 
n,, ,..., II,, he intqyer,s, sntisfyiq: 
The last result of this section is concerned with ideals of the kind considered 
h\- Northcott in [39]. Let ur ,..., I(,, , or ,..., z‘,, be regular sequences in the local 
ring (=1, m), II and let u denote the ideals (ut ,..., u,~) and (r, 1 .. . . zs,!), respectively. 
suppow 11 ;! 11, sa> 
'7, g1 njjui (1 ' i 77). 
Let n he the matrix (a,,), 1 n its determinant, a ~= u ! ( m ), K = .-I n, 
r p= rank(n 1%~ k), s dim, ~/(a n II?). 
Proof. \Ve can, after changing the generators of 11 and u if necessary, assume 
that 
i', 5, n,,u, (I i 717). 
with 172 =; II - Y and a,, t nt (fur details, cf. [26]). 
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Since u ;’ 11, we must have r ’ . II. If I’ iz I, then allul %I is a nonzero 
divisor modulo (u? ,..., u,,) (‘i’? ,..., T,!), hcncc a (I,~ IS a nonzero divisor 
modulo this ideal, and a is a complete intersection. 
\Ye assume from now on that (I is not a complete intersection, which 1~~. the 
preceding remarks implies I’ s 11 2. In particular. a ~ 6 I+, and a/(a f7 In?) 2 
(11 Ilt')):llI~ (('i,,j , ,...) c,,) lll'))'llI~, which shows that I’ 3 s. From 
Proposition 4.2 WC have: 
(1 2)” (1 -1’ ’ (P 1 (! ,,, ,._.., r,,) I’R), 
Denoting by bars the images in .-I i, (a.,, 1 ,..., c,,), we xc that II, , ‘z*, (I,, 
(I I,’ i, ,j : WI) satisf!- the conditions of the theorem, but this time with tit, c iii. 
Consider the ring IZ : u[(l’,il , ,,, , iz-l,,i, ( ,,,,, ,,,, J. As proved in [15, 
I,emma 61, 1::” 1 A,,I’, (1 ,’ i .s’ m) form an K-sequence. Northcott’s [39, 
l’hwrem 21 applied to the ideal I gencratcd by these clcmcnts and the deter- 
minant .I), shows that I is gcwricall! perfect of depth w. Setting 1 1 (C’,,) II, , 
t.‘(-li,) ~~ <I,~ WC‘ set that ii (1);1, and this ideal clearly has depth ,;NI. 
This implies depth (i ~~ vz, and ‘I’heorcm 6.2 gives y-1 !P,j I’r;‘E’C- , for 
c Ii g;, K. Let n k[l., ,..., [,~,,,I, ‘: Ii --+ II be defined bp ‘(r’,) 1 ., , 
‘. ‘(.-I,,) S,,l’, T((., D) (I.,” ,,_,, I’,,,‘, C,.Il’z ... r’,,), and the formula 
is given by Gulliksen’s [23, ‘l’heorem I]. On the other hand, since depth 
I( I ;, 11) vz, ‘I’heorem 6.2 shows that I-‘,.:‘P,. , I’ ‘P I)/ 1) /CL’. I)) = (1 -1”’ 7 
((I Z)“’ S). (a) is proved bv substituting this formula for the expression 
of P I 8 P,j obtained ilbOVC. 
(lx) The following exact sequence, in which -3/u is mapped isomorphicall> 
to a,“~ 1~~ the map sending I to CT , is gi\.en by [39, Proposition 21: 
It implies ‘I’or$~(B, /z) = ‘I’ori’ “(A/u, k) for i ,z 0, hence F’;/, I ~1 zP:.:‘t 
Since .,I :u -,3:‘(r, )_._, a,,,), .-l;u .-3:‘(u, ,..., u,,,), [45, Theorem 41 applied to 
the ring A and the pair of ideals ii i 6, generated by A-sequences, gives P$i 
(1 z) I”. By Proposition 4.2 P,,‘P., II (I -1~ z)” (I z)” ‘. Applying (a) we 
get: 
I’ ‘I’, A I1 (P,, ,, P,J(P,,P,) (I z) j” ((I z)” -~ z’) 
1 ~~ z(P”; L, I). 
which means that nju is a Golod ideal by Theorem 3.5. 
To prove the last assertion of the theorem, we first note that if a is small, 
it is contained in tn3 (Remarks 3.10). Converselq, assume a C UI?. If CI is a 
complete intersection, it is small by Proposition 4.3. In the other case, this 
proposition shows that u is small, hence the first homomorphism of the composi- 
tion .--1 + .-I/u - H is small. The second one being small by (b), a is a small 
idcal by Lemma 3.8. 
i\-hen d is Gorenstcin, the ideal n of ‘rheorcm 6.10 has an agreeable ring- 
thcorctic characterization: 
a (v: 11). 
Indeed, =I,‘v is in this case Gorcnstein, and dim -3,/v == dim ‘-1 -- IZ. On the 
other hand, 13 .-l/a = (dg/u)/(al’u) is Cohen--RIacauley, and dim B q = dim .-I/U 
by the corollary to Theorem 2 of [39]. Proposition 1 of [39] asserts that 
(v: a 1) = II, hence (0: a/v) = U/V in -4/v. By the preceding remarks wc can 
apply a result of Kunz [32, Proposition 3. I .a], which gives: 
nhl 7 (0: (0: a/v)) =-2 (0: 11/v) == (v: 1l);‘V. 
W:c summarize these observations and part of Theorem 6.10 in the following 
corollary. Note, that as a particular case it contains the assertion that the rings 
whose study is proposed by Gulliksen in [23, p. 2301 have rational Poincark series. 
COROLLARY 6.11. Let -4 he a Gove&e& ring, II and o complete intersection 
ideals of the same depth n. Suppose, that u $: II and put u =- (u: II). 
Then PA/PA ;a is a polynomial of degree d. zcith n :g d -(, 2n. In particular, if .A 
is regular, P, .:n is a rational function. 
Remarks 6.12. After this paper was written, Clas Liifwall showed us that 
that the methods of this section can be used to prove Tate’s [4.5, Theorem 61. 
Let x E 111~ be a nonzero divisor, say s 7:~. I;:, a+yT, , a, E tn. The principal ideal 
generated by C -4Ji in R == Z[z4, ,..., .3,,, , S, ,..., X-J is obviously generically 
perfect of depth 1. Define cr : R --f k[S] by ,c (z4,) = S -= ‘ey (X,), 
(.-I,) 0 mz : (dY(), 2 ,< i < HZ. Theorem 6.2 now gives: 
From the exact sequence 0 -r Iz -* k[S]/(S”) --f 12 -r 0 one immediately obtains 
Pi~,xl,(xl) == (1 - z)--l, whence Tate’s change of rings formula: P,.,/P, I(S) = 
(1 - 2”). 
However, WC used Tate’s result in the proof of Theorem 6.2, in order to show 
that f: Q + R (in the notations of that proof) is small. \Ve sketch here an 
alternate argument. Let F be the Koszul complex on the images of S, ,..., S,, 
in 0, G m:- I? f&F. Consider the obvious homomorphisms of DG algebras 
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-4 -7 F +f G -+ .d, whose composition is the identitv map of A. They induce 
maps of ‘l’or functors 
‘I’or.‘(/t, /t) N” t ‘l’oF(k, h) fL ‘l’or”(k, k) -+ ‘l’or”(/i, k). 
Since F is acyclic, 7 is a homology isomorphism, hence by 0.14 yA is an isomor- 
phism. ‘I’his impliesf, is injective. Theorem 2.2 gives 
TorF(k. /i) 4 ‘l’orQ(k, k) ,_ (lt $ F), ‘l’orc(/<, /z) E ‘l’oF(k, k) ,A’ (k t-5 G), 
and WC conclude by Lemma 0.4, as in the proof of ‘I’heorem 4. I. 
7. CHANCE OF R~x\lcs &~ODULO SOME IDEALS ok' ~OJECTIVE ~IMIENSIOS < 2 
Ideals of small projective dimension can be shown to be small in the sense of 
this paper, if the necessary condition of Remarks 3.10 (u C n?) is satisfied. This 
is done in this section and the next one, by using the “structure theorems” of 
Burch and Ruchsbum-Eisenbud (cf. [6]). Moreover, we compute PA/P,, u in 
the cases where structure theorems are available. 
\\‘e start with some general remarks. Let n be an ideal in the local ring A-I, 
P a minimal A-free resolution of .-l/n. AP the DG ,l-submodule of P 0 P, 
generated bv the elements n iii b ( l)(tesn.degb h :z CL Huchsbaum and 
Eisenbud have shown in [7, Sect. I], that an! ,-l-linear IX homomorphism 
<p: (P ” P),‘,II r P, which is the identity map in degrees 0 and 1, defines a 
commutative multiplication on P, which is also associative if prl,d;a : p -:I 3. 
Ilcncc when we construct a multiplicative structure on P, it is sufficient to define 
;I p as above, and (a) WC riced not check associativit). if p ‘- 3; (b) the Leibnitz 
formula should be checked only on products a . b of clemcnts forming an A-free 
basis of P, and satisfying deg(nb) :-I p. Indeed, if deg(ah) ,Q 2, both sides 
of the Leibnitz formula (cf. 0.6) are zero. If deg(ab) /I I-- I, one has to show 
(’ (@)h (~~ ])(~ef!~~ ad(h) is zero. As n,, is injectivc, this is equivalent to the 
assertion that r/(c) 0, vvhich is so since the differentiation rule holds bv 
hypothesis for products of degree <p. 
For the sign conventions and the matrix notations used in the proofs we refer 
the reader to 0.18 and 0.19. 
Our first result completely solves the problem of determining PA/l’,, ‘n when 
p ~1 2. If .f is a regular local ring, it reduces to a well-known theorem of Schcja 
[40, Satz 91 (see also [24, Theorem 4.3.5-l). 
‘IkomhI 7. I. Let (1 be nn ideal in the Iocul ring (,:I, ltt), nzinimally generated 
/lx I’ elements. of /~?,~cl -; 1, then (I is aitha. N complete intem~rtion ideal ?f depth 
:<2, OY n Golod ideal. In the latter case, 
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Proof. If pd a = 0, a is the principal ideal generated by a nonzero divisor, 
and the assertion is a particular case of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3. 
Assume pd a = 1, and let c be the matrix defined by the differential d, of 
a minimal A-free resolution of A/cl. By Burch’s theorem ([6, Theorem 0] or 
[31, exercise 8, p. 1481) n 1 u(: c /r , I c ‘.’ ,..., , c ~ ,), where a is a nonzero 
divisor. If a E in, Proposition 4.4 gives the result. If a is invertible, a =~ I,._,(c) 
(in the notations of Proposition 6.4), and depth a = 2 by [6, Theorem 1.21. 
Hence (I is a complete intersection of depth 2 if Y = 2 (e.g., [31, Theorem 1291). 
If r >- 2, a is Golod by Theorem 6.7, which also gives the expression for 
PA/PA,,” (by substituting I’ - 1 for P and Y for s). 
By a theorem of MacRae, a two-generated ideal of finite projective dimension 
satisfies the assumptions of the preceding theorem (see [6, Corollary 5.21) hence 
PAlPA In is a polynomial. In Theorem 7.2 we make the next step, proving that 
this ratio is a polynomial for three-generated ideals of projective dimension two, 
by using the theorems of Buchsbaum and Ksenbud on the structure of such 
ideals [6, Sect. 7 and 81. Even for ,4 regular, the result is new: it proves the 
rationality conjecture for rings with “3 generators and 3 relations,” which was 
the simplest unknown case from the generators/relations classification (see [44, 
p. 4531). 
THKOREM 7.2. Let o he an ideal of prqiectiz~e dimension 2 in the local ring 
(-4, nr), mirzimally genevated by 3 elements. 
(a) If a q nt~, then either n is a complete intersection, w 
PAiP,, ‘II = (1 .:. -)(I - 2)” -- z3). 
(b) If (I C III~, then a is small, and all the possible values ?f P,, ;P., (, ar-e girerl 
in the follozcity table, in which 
Examples of ideals satisfying the conditions of the theorem are given at the end 
of this section. In the following corollary to Theorems 7.1 and 7.2, E, denotes, 
as usual, the ith deviation of the local ring L4 [24, 1~. 117~. 
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~‘OROLLARY 7.3. If the loCal I’ing --I satisfies E,, ::I depth .A! 3 and cI j 3, 
P, represents a rational function. In particular, apzy quotierlt ring of a three- 
dimensional regular local rin,g by an idealCrenerated by not more than three elements 
has a rational Poincark series. 
Proof of the theosem. ‘I’hat s cannot exceed 3 follows from the fact that 
(ToriA(.-3,‘a, k))? is a homomorphic image of the second estcrior power of 
‘l’or,“(.~jn, k), which is three dimensional. 
IA P be a minimal A-I-free resolution of .Il;‘a, and let At , A, ( .~I:, ; B, . 
H, )..., B,,, 2 ; c, y C’, ,..., C’,,. lx bases for P, , P, , P:, , respectively. By [6, 
Theorem 7.11, the differentials of P arc defined by the differential d::, , a map 
6: P, l I’;“, and a nonzero divisor a E -1. In the chosen bases and their duals 
let d:, and b he given by matrices c -: (c;~) and b (b,j). Formulas (7.4) and 
(7.5) in [6] give, up to sign, the following differentials for I-’ (we set 
I, [I, 111 ail 21): 
(7.4) 
\Ye introduce multiplication in P by the formulas: 
--.-I ,=I, 
tor I i .i 3 dlld {/I, i,jl (1, 2, 3); 
(7.5) 
B,,Ai .ljB,, a ,, ,,‘F ,i, :: (-- I)““’ OI,O” ! b IFS I c II,, c, 
1-t I/! 
for I i 3, I ,A‘ //I + 2, 
and setting the products of all other pairs of basis clemcnts equal to zero. 
\Ve check the I,eihnitz rule: 
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(here .j .: h and {h, i, jl = { 1, 2, 3)) 
By the remarks at the beginning of this section, the above computations show 
that P is a JIG algebra when it is given the multiplication defined by formulas 
(7.5). 
If a is not invertible, a is Golod and Pf,/PA ,, has the tabulated Poincari: series 
by Proposition 4.4 (in this case s = 0). 
We assume from now on that n = 1. Next we note that by a remark at the 
beginning of [6, Sect. 81, 
depth I,,,(C) r= 3, (7.6) 
where I,,,(c) is the ideal generated by the m x nz minors of c. Denoting by b the 
matrix b @ k, we see from (7.5) that s ::= rank 8. There are three cases to be 
considered. 
(1) m ‘> 1, or ~7 : 1 and s ~-- 0, 1. 
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Formula (7.4) shows that (1 C ut? n I,,,(r). It follows that n is small: appl! 
(7.6), Proposition 6.4 (or Theorem 6.7) and Lemma 3.8 if m :- I; (7.6) and 
Proposition 4.3 if n? 1. From Corollary 3.3 we obtain: 
Since c is the matrix of a differential in the minimal resolution P, (‘ij c nt; by 
formula (7.5) this implies 
Tor,~“(A/a, k) . ‘I’or,,‘(Ai’a, k) : 0. 
Denote by A the subalgcbra of TorTr(A/a, k) generated by TorrA(A~a, k), and 
by V the vector space quotient TorA(Aia, k)/A; V is an A-module via the aug- 
mentation E: A ---f K. The formula we have just established shows that there is 
an isomorphisms of R-algebras (see 0.5) 
given by (s, Z) i+ ;(x) -1 U(C), where i is the inclusion and u a section of the 
canonical projection. Since P,,“’ Pr’P., , we have, by Proposition 9.1 : 
(J’mr’vA YL,;)) -’ (Pz,)-’ -~ (111 : 2 ~~ 5) $1 -- mz’. 
A being a homomorphic image of the exterior algebra on the three-dimensional 
vector space TorrA(il/n, A), we finish the proof by, substituting in the above 
formula the expression of P , obtained in Lemma 9.2. 
(2) (112, s) (1, 2). After changing bases in P, and I’, if necessary, we can 
assume that 
for some J E tn. By (7.4) a a’ (.L.), with (I’ == (~16~ , JY.,), .v ~-: c:: . by (7.6) 
Cl 7 c:! > (‘3 form an A-sequence. From [6, ‘l’heorem 7. I], depth a 3 : 2. This 
implies that X, ~1 form an A-sequence, hence J’ is a nonzcro divisor on A and x 
is a nonzero divisor modulo a’. In particular, a’ is isomorphic (as an A-module) 
to (Cl , r,), hence is a 2-gencrated ideal of projcctil-c dimension 1. Bv Theorem 
7.1, 
From Proposition 4.2 PA ,,,/pA ,,, equals (I ml .z) if .L’ Q+ nta and (I -.- z2) if s E ut?. 
In the latter cast a is small, as seen by Lemma 3.8 applied to the composition of 
Golod homomorphisms Aq --f A/a’ p> A/a. 
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(3) (m, s) = (1, s). In th is case b is an invertible 3 x 3 matrix, hence so 
is b. By (7.4) and (7.6) rr == (cr , cl! , c:J is a complete intersection, and the 
assertion of the theorem follows from Proposition 4.2. 
EXAMPLES 7.7. Let (A, m) be a local ring of depth :;:3, s,y, z an .d-sequence. 
\\:e shall give, for each pair of integers (m, S) with 1 4 ~1, 0 5: s .< 3, an example 
of a 3-generated ideal LX,,,,,,~ of projective dimension 2, for which 
dim,, TorBA(A/an,,,v , k) == nz, dim,~(Tor,A(,~/a,,,,,~ , k))” = S. 
Our construction is inspired from the proof of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud of 
[6, Theorem 8.11, and their Example 11.1. 
Let c,,,’ be the m x m matrix (m q:: I): 
c.x 3’ 0 “’ 0 0‘ 
; s .z J .Y ... ‘ 0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 0 0 “’ s y 
co 0 0 “’ % x, 
Put w,,, := ( c,,,’ ;. Let c = c,,, be the (m $ 2) >< m matrix obtained by adjoining 
to c,,,’ the (m -t- I) row equal to (( ---l)“r-+ly, O,..., 0) and the (m + 2) row equal 
to (0 ,..., 0. z). 
Set u,,, = ; c ~r,,,9rr+l = XU~,,,-~ , v,,, = c ,,,i.,,li z -= y”‘. Let b ,,,,, <: (A”“‘?)” -* A” 
be the maps of free A-modules defined by the formulas: 
\\‘e define complexes PiJ’sS by the formulas (7.4), with c = c,,, , b 7. h,,,., , 
n : 1, and set a,,,,,s = d(P,“‘,‘). Explicitely: 
a m,1 == (%V,J%, 7 %i2, w1n2); 
a I,,.2 = (%% > vm2, %A 
a --- ,,,,:I -- (%I 7 VW, ) %,). 
By [6, Theorem 7.11, 1’“‘~” is exact if depth I,,,(c,,,) -:; 3 and depth o ,,,,,, 1:: 2. 
The first condition follows from Lemma 6.5. To see that the second one is 
satisfied WC show that x,,, , ‘L‘,,, form an A-I-sequence. Indeed, we haw T‘,,, J’~” 
and the recurrent relation zc,,, = SW,,,_, J*zw,,~_., in which we set w,, 1, 
IC 1 0. Now (q , 7.,) (.A-, 4’), and we can assume by induction that zc,,,+, 
is not a zero divisor 1nodul0 ~i',,.~ 1 j"" -I, hcncc module ~3. This implies 
%L’ dkiso,~~~~:i,j;m()d(i,/) is d nonzero divisor on .f,1(j,), hence ec,,, is a nonzero 
7’ J)/ 
From the multiplication formulas (7.5) \ve set that 
Thus ideals cl,,,,,< with the rcquircd properties have been constructed for anh 
m ‘I- I and I ( s -1 3. By Proposition 4.4 we can take a,,,,,, ~~ ~a,,,,, (for .s :m~ 1. 
2, or 3). 
l’hc following definition is due to Buchsbaum and Eisenbud: 
DEFINITI~S 8.1 [7, Introduction]. An ideal a C d is called Gorenstein of 
depth d, if 
(i) depth a == pd,, .d,‘a m-m (1, and 
(ii) Est,“(,-l,‘a, A) rv A/a. 
By a theorem of Serre, if A is a regular ring, then a is Gorenstein if and only- 
if A,‘a is a Gorcnstein ring (cf. [31 , p. I60]). . By another result of Serre Gorcnstein 
ideals of depth <2 arc complete intersections, hence P;,iP., n is known in this 
case (Proposition 4.2). Our main result in this section is: 
For a regular ring --1 the theorem reduces to a theorem of Wcbe [46, Satz 91. 
Our proof does not use \Viehe’s result: it is based on Theorem 6.2 and the 
Buchshaum- Eisenbud structure theorem for Gorenstein ideals of depth 3 
[7, Theorem 4. I]. However, in order to apply Theorem 6.2, we have first to 
prow that the Buchsbaun-Eisenbud procedure for generating depth 3 Goren- 
stein ideals with the Pfaffians of an alternatin,? matrix gives rise to gcncricall) 
perfect ideals. This is done by using the complex of Buchsbaum and Eisenbud. 
and applying the methods of Eagon and Northcott in [l 1, 14, and 381. The 
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structure of Gorenstein ideals of depth >--4 is unknown (at least, to the author). 
At the end of this section we obtain a “change of rings” theorem for depth 4 
Gorenstein ideals, generated by determinants. 
X.3. The Generic Buchsbaurn-Bsenbuil (3omnp/r.v 
I,et r ~- 2nz 1 1, R -_ Z[;S,Jl .,,xjG, _ 1, and G be the generic alternating Y x Y 
matris over R with G,, := ~Gj, = A,, . The notations for Pfaffians of alter- 
nating matrices used in the sequel are introduced in 0.19. Setting $ = G, 
(iI ‘d::, = (..., (-l)i’l Iyz(G) ,... ), B UC s h.b aum and Eisenbud have defined in 
[7, Sect. 41, the following complex of free R-modules: 
‘I’hat this is really a comples follows from the formula for the expansion of a 
Pfaffian in 0.19. If g is an alternating Y ;< I’ matrix over the Soetherian ring S, 
the ideal generated by Pf,(g) (1 < i < Y) is denoted, according to the general 
rule introduced by Eagon and Yorthcott (cf. Section 6), by I(g, S) (S is an 
R-algebra via the homomorphism sending Sii to ‘y,,). 
8.4. /I .llultiplication for F 
BY [7, Sect. I], F has a structure of associative commutative DG algebra. 
Denoting by A, , A, ,..., :I, ; B, , B, ,..., B,. ; C bases of the free modules 
Ii’, ; F, ; F:, , respectively, we give an explicit multiplication table for F by setting: 
.-I;.4 i _- i cr;,,,I’f,;,,(G) B,, ; 
y-= I 
B,,Ai : A;B,, 6,,,C 
for i, .j, h t [I, Y], and defining all other products of basis elements to be equal 
to zero. By the remarks at the beginning of the preceding section, only the 
Leibnitz rule for products A,AI,~ , B,A, should be verified. The computation is 
easy and we leave it to the reader; things are simplified if one uses the following 
formula, derived from the one in 0.19: 
LmmA 8.5. Let S be a Noetherian riy, g an Y x r alternating matrix, M an 
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avbitraly finitely generated Y-module. Regarding S as an R-al,ebra (see 8.3), one 
has the equality: 
depth(I(<~. S), .I/) I?/ 3, 
zchere M is the largest integer for which II.,,(F :p:jR M) 7’~ 0, El,,, ,(F (5, R A/) ~~ 0. 
Proof. By the definition of F, H,(F 1~‘~~ .I/) v (0: I(g, A’)), . hence the 
formula holds if depth (I(g, S), M) = 0. S’ mce F is a DG algebra by 8.4, 
H(F OR M) is annihilated by I(g, S). As shown by Auslander and Ruchsbaum 
in their proof of the corresponding property of the Koszul cornpIe\: [I. ‘Theorem 
I .7], this implies the formula in the general case 
~OKOLLAKY 8.6. depth(l(g, S)) :- 3. I’ equality ho&, ihett p~/,~ S I(‘?, S) 3, 
and any prime ideal bj associated to I(L;r, S) has depth 3. 
Proof. ‘I’hc first assertion is immediate from the lemma, which also shows 
that F j”R S is acyclic when depth 1(x, S) = 3. One concludes from the chain 
of inequalities, in which the middle one is a well-known theorem of Rees (cf. 
[31, Theorem 1741): 
3 em: depth I(g, S) depth )J pd,yS Z(g, S) 3. 
Our next result contains, in particular, the assertion that the ideal I(G, R) is 
genericall!- pcrfcct. Before starting the proof we introduce a terminological 
convention. Let g and S be as in the lemma, and let i .I- j he integers between I 
and r. If s and y arc elements of S and s is a unit, we sa!- that the alternating 
r Y r matrix g’ defined b!- g’,,,, ~: ,yr,,, if p i, C, : i, ,& ’ .Y 1 ‘I VB /I, .y ,‘, 
if C/ =!il i, g:, 0 is obtained from ,y b\ an elementarv transform;ltion. An 
immediate consequence of formula 0.19 ii that I(,?, ,S) -f(g’. S). 
PROPOSITIOS 8.7. Let R arrd G‘ be ns ti$ned in 8.3, and S he n .\70etherio?l rin,y, 
S[S] ,Y :i 1: R. Then 
depth I(G, S[S]) pds,,Yl.S[~Y] ‘I(G, S[S]) 3. 
AIZoreocer-, /(G, S[S]) is prime if S is a domain. 
Proof. Set I Z(G, S[S]). To p rove the first assertion it is suffcicnt, I,\- 
Corollar!; 8.6, to show that depth I 3. The proof is bp induction on ~1 
J(E. ~ 1). For 111 1 I = (S,, , -\v,:I , Szzr), so the proposition holds in this case. 
Assume 111 . .’ I. r&f1 ,...,fic be a maximal .Y[S]-sequence in I, .I (f, . . ..%.f..), 
P an associated prime of .I, containing 1. By [3 I, Theorem 1301, depth I’ r/, 
and by Corollarv 8.6 d < 3. Since .I-(, (I ’ i ' j .f v ~~ ZVI 1 ) frlrm an 
S[S] scquencc of length m(21n 1) 3. one of the indetcrminatc~ is not 
contained in P. The matrix derived from G by interchanging the rows with 
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indices i and j, and interchanging in the resulting matrix the columns with the 
same indices, is alternating and can be obtained as the result of a sequence of 
elementary transformations applied to G. Hence we can assume x = S,1 6 2’. 
Denote by T the localization of S[Xj at the multiplicatively closed subset 
consisting of the powers of X. The ideals 1, J, P localize in ?’ to proper ideals of 
depth d: J’ C I’ C P’. By a series of elementary transformations we obtain from 
the matrix G over T a matrix G’ with entries: 
--G;, = G;, 1; 
By the remarks preceding the proposition I’ I-= I(G, T) == I(G’, T). Since in 
the first two rows and columns of G’ the only elements different from zero are 
GiZ =-: 1, Gi, == -1, formula 0.19 shows that I(G’, 7’) =: I(G”, T), where G” 
is the matrix obtained by deleting from G’ the first two rows and columns. 
Denote by S’ the localization at {x”) ,,;l of the ring S[{,\-,,ji=l,2]. The expressions 
for the entries of G’ show that Gi, (3 < i -: j < Y) are algebraically indcpendant 
over S’, and 
The inductive assumption applied to the ring S’ and the alternating (Y -- 2) ,’ 
(Y - 2) matrix G” shows that d depth I(G”, 7’) -= 3. 
J,et now S be a domain. If 172 = I, 1=- I(G, S[.\J) is clearly prime. So assume 
no ,: 1 and let P, , Pp be two prime ideals associated to 1. By the first part and 
Corollas-y 8.6, depth P, mm= depth I’, 1 3. Since the indcterminates form an 
S[S]-sequence of length ~(2712 -~- 1) ;-- 6, wc can, as above, assume that 
s = 1\;Z $ PI u P, . In the notations of the first part of the proof, PI’ :.md P,’ 
arc proper prime ideals of 7’, associated to I’. By the inductive hypothesis, I’ is 
prime, hence I’ := P,’ -= P,‘. This implies P, =m= E’Z , therefore PI is the onl! 
prime ideal associated to I. Since x $ PI , s” is not a zero divisor module 1 for 
any n, hence I -= Un;” (I: .F) =:I I’ n S[,Y] is prime. 
1\:e note, that when S is a field, a different proof of the proposition is given in 
[7, Proposition 5. I]. 
X.8. Proof of Theovenz 8.2 
Depth 3 ideals generated by 3 elements are complete intersections, so the 
theorem is established for Y =-- 3. 
Suppose Y > 3. Buchsbaum and Eisenbud [7, Theorem 4. I] have proved that 
r is odd, and there is an alternating Y x Y matrix g with entries in m, such that 
a :- I(g, il) and F On A is a minimal A-free resolution of ,2/a. By Proposition 
8.7 and Theorem 6.2 n is small. By Corollary 3.3 PA/P, St1 == Pz, , where A _: 
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Tor”(A/n, A). From the above we have an isomorphism of k-algebras .? = 
F OR h. The formulas in 8.4 giving the multiplication in F show that (Al)” = 0. 
Applying Proposition 9.6 wc obtain the required expression for E’A/P,,,l, 
For -? an arbitrary local ring of depth at least 3, Buchsbaum and Eisenbud have 
constructed examples of Gorenstcin ideals of depth 3, minimally generated by 1 
elements, for any odd integer Y 1: 3 (cf. [7, Proposition 5.21). 
The final result of this section is a change of rings theorem for factorizations 
modulo some special depth 4 Gorenstcin id&s, discovcrcd b\- Gulliksen and 
Negard [25, Theorem 21. 
‘rIIEOREZ1 8.9. Let (A, 111, k) be a local ring, and u be an r x T matri,~ zlith 
entries in 111, (1 Ir.mI(u) (cf. Proposition 6.4). If depth 11 4, then either a is a 
complete intersection and r = 2, OY 7 > 2 and a is small; if, nzoyeovey, the charac- 
teristic of k is dijjferent from 2, in the latter case one has: 
PA:;& a 1 ~ r2.$ _. 20,” ~ 1) g: r2z1 + =;‘. 
Proof. ‘l’he case r 2 is standard. 
If Y 3, a is small by Proposition 6.4. Herzog has modified the Gulliksen 
Kegard gcncric complex [25] 50 as to obtain a minimal resolution when 1-1, u, . 
and (I are as in the theorem, and also introduced an associative multiplication, 
transformirg this minimal resolution into a I)(; A-algebra, when 2 is invertible 
in A [27, Beispiel2.1 .15]. In particular, his formulas show that A = TorA(,l/a, k) 
satisfies (A$ 0, A,& =L 0. By Corollary 3.3 WC have P,d/P;l,,Il ==~ (P.,))l, 
which is given by Proposition 9.6, since a is a Gorenstein ideal by the theorem 
of Gulliksen and Negird. 
9. THE Ho~or.oc;v OF SOME GRADED CONNECTED ~-ALGEBRAS 
In this section we finish the proofs of the theorems in Sections 7 and 8. 
A will denote a graded commutative connected k-algebra, locally finite 
dimensional over k (cf. 0.3). \Ye shall use in the contest of graded algebras some 
results on local rings homology-. This is possible, since their proofs are based on 
the existence of minimal bigraded algebra resolutions. ‘I’he last fact is established 
by Jozefiak [29] by an extension of Gullikscn’s method in [22] (a different 
commutation rule for bigraded objects is adopted in [29], but only trivial 
alterations arc needed to obtain the result with our sign conxntion 0.10). The 
following useful result is due to Gulliksen: 
PROPOSITION 9.1 [23, Theorem 21. If JZ is a finitely generated A-module and 
A(M) is the trivial extension of A by 11s (cf. 0.5), then 
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PROFOSITION 9.2. Let R be the exterior algebra on the three-dimensional 
aectov space El , and let J be a nonzero graded ideal contained in 12E, A - El J, 
s _ dim,; (1, . Then 
(P/p -z 1 - 32” + s-4 if 0 < s :g 2, 
(PA)-1 =: 1 - 3x2 .i. 3s” - $ - $ if s _ 3. 
Proof. Suppose first s < 3, hence Jz f 0. By the duality of E, and E, , any 
element of E, is decomposable, and this is easily seen to imply in each of the 
following cases the existence of a basis .vr , x2 , xa of E, such that: 
(0) J z (x1x2 , x&j , .y1) if s=O; 
(1) J = (x,1c3 , x3x1) if s=l; 
(2) J = (x1x.,) if s = 2. 
Denoting by x the image of x E E in /l and by B( ) the exterior algebra functor, 
we deduce: 
(0) A N k(f1,) if s-0; 
(I) A KY! E(kq 3 k&E&G,) if ~~-1; 
(2) A N h(hx, @ kx,) @ E(hx,) if s =-= 2. 
Applying Proposition 9.1 and [lo, Th eorem XI. 3.11, we obtain the following 
formulas for P., : 
(0) (P&’ = I - 3x’ if s := 0; 
(1) (PA)-1 = (1 - ;%)Z - ,“‘1 ;~: 1 - 3z” -t _“4 if s--l; 
(2) (P,)-1 = (1 ~ 2x2)(1 - s?) 1 - 32” + 22’ if s == 2. 
Let now s = 3. Then J == Ea ‘v k. If Y is the E-free algebra resolution 
obtained by killing a basis of El (i.e., the Koszul resolution of the E-module k), 
C = Y/(JY) is a subcomplex of the minimal A-free algebra resolution of k. 
Since J is the socle of E, Gulliksen’s proof of Theorem 1 [23] carries over 
verbatim (to show that J is Golod) and gives: 
(PA)-1 = (pmy (1 _ ,pm) 
=:- (1 - 43 (1 - $(l - ,$-3) 
1 - 3z’ + 3z-1 - 25 - 26. 
DEFINITION 9.3. We say that /l is a PoincarC algebra of length d (li being 
a nonnegative integer), if the following conditions are satisfied: 
+SI/jO/Z-1-j 
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(i) /l,! ? k and /l, == 0 for i :.. 11; 
(ii) the pairings fli Y A,--, -+ fl,, arc perfect for all i; 
(iii) if tl := 2n and li has characteristic 2, .G :: 0 for anv x E ii,, 
\\-c remark that conditions (i) and (ii) imply that /l is positively graded and 
connected. 
fkAMPLE 9.4. If a is a Gorenstein ideal of depth din the local ring (II, nt, k), 
Tor’(il/a, k) is a Poincare algebra of length d. (Note, that for il regular the 
converse is also true, as proved in [4].) 
Proof. (i) is contained in the definition of Gorenstein ideals (Definition 8. I). 
(ii) is proved in [4] for A regular, and is an immediate consequence in the 
general case of [7, Theorem I .I]. Finally, let C; be an A-free algebra resolution 
of A/a, constructed by Tate’s method [45], and II E t’,, 5‘ lz be a representative 
of the homology class s t Tor,/(-4/u, k). If n is odd, x2 0 by the commutati- 
vity relation. If IZ is even, by the properties of the divided powers in I,- 6~ k 
(e.g., [24, Definition 1.7.11) one has uz W”), which is zero when the charac- 
teristic of k is 2. 
LEMMA 9.5. With A and (1 as in the esanzple above, there is a basis x0 ,..., x,,, 
of the gvaded zector space Tor”(dja, k), conslstiq of homogeneous elements 
satisfJ&g : 
Proof. By 9.4 and 9.3 we can identify ‘Ior,<.“(il/a, k) with (Tor;jm,Y(=l/a, k))’ 
via the pairing into Tor,/(il/cl, k) e k; this shows how to choose the bases in 
Tor,SA(ag,‘a, k) for s -1 n I=~= n/2. If s = II, we obtain a nondcgenerate bilinear 
form on Tor,,A(A/a, k), which is symmetric if n is even and the characteristic of R 
is different from 2, and alternating otherwise (here is the motivation for including 
condition (iii) in the definition of PoincarC algebras). In the alternating case we 
take in Tor,,“(Ajn, k) the symplectic basis (cf. [5, Sect. 5, Theorem 11). In the 
symmetric case, we have, by the Euler characteristic formula ([l , Appendix] or 
[31, Theorems 192 and 1951) and the equalities 
(see 9.3(ii)), the relation: 
dim, TormA(iZ;‘a, Iz) 2 c dim,& Tor,5A(A/a, k) = zp. 
,\ = 0 
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Let yr ,...) ?‘zi, be an orthogonal basis of Tor,IA(A/a, k) (cf. [5, Sect. 6, Theorem 
I]). Ilye set, for 1 < i 5.; p: 
where E, is taken ~-~ 1 or ~ 1 so as to obtain a nonzero clement in the denominator: 
this is possible since the characteristic of k is different from 2. The assertion of 
the lemma is obtained after a remuneration of the basis elements. 
Proof. Choose a homogeneous basis st ,..., s,,, of IA as in I,emma 9.5, and 
set I7 A<S; bideg S ~ (1, l), nS == s,>. An easy computation shows that 
the following set % of cycles forms a system of representatives for a k-basis of 
IH( 1.) : 
.I2 ,..., .v ,,,- 2 ) A+,,,-, )
,v,S(j) ,..., .v,,l-p (;(j) for j ; 1. 
It is immediately verified that y is a trivial Massey operation on Y in the sense 
of Gulliksen [23, Sect. I]. Since Y is clearly a subalgebra of the minimal A-free 
resolution S of k, and S is a free Y-module, by applying the Golod-Gulliksen 
theorem [23, Sect. I] we obtain: 
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APPENDIX: Sn,rAr.L Hon~o~~oRPHIsivIs OF FINITELY GENERATED MODULES 
The concept of small ideal has a linear analog, with which we shall presently 
deal. 
~EFIIiITION A. 1. A homomorphism f: jlI--pN of finitely generated modules 
over the local ring (A, nt, k) is called small, if the induced maps: 
TorjA(f, k): TorjA(M, k) ---f ‘I’orjA(N, k) 
are injective for all j. 
h submodule I, C 9f is called small if the projection M - :U,‘I, is a small 
homomorphism. 
The main result of this section establishes the existence of nonzero small 
submodules in any module of positive Krull dimension. However, we first note 
an obvious example, used in 4.10. 
I~AMPLE A.2. If 121 is a free .l-module, L C JZ is small if and only ifL C ntM. 
In particular, any idcal of .3 is small as a submodule. 
THEOREM A.3. f: Al -> A- is N small homomorphism of $nite.!y generated 
A-modules ;f and only if A4(f‘): .4(!11) + A(N) (cf. 0.5) is a small homomorphism 
of local sings. 
Pwof. C’onsidcr the commutative diagram of local rings over k: 
where i(a) = (a, 0), p(a, WZ) == a, and i’, p’ are defined similarly. By applying 
to it the functor Tor-(k, k) we obtain a commutative diagram of Hopf algebras 
which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1.4. Hence A(f), is injective if and 
only if P(A(f), / TorA(k, k)): P(TorA(“)(k, k) // i*) ---f p(TorA(N)(k, k) / i+‘) 
is injective. By Gulliksen’s theorem [23, Theorem 21, i and i’ are Golod. By 
Theorem 3.5 and the naturality of the suspension (diagram (2.5)) this implies 
that P(L4(f)x / TorA(k, k)) is injective if and only if 
TorA(A(f), k): TorA(A(M), k) -+ TorA(A(N), k) 
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is injective. From the natural (with respect to the module (-)) isomorphisms of 
augmented k-algebras 
(X is the minimal algebra resolution of k) we see that TorA(rl(f), h) is injective 
if and only if TorQ k) is injective. 
COROLLARY A.4. For any jinitely generated A-module A3 there is an integer r 
depending only on M, such that any submodule L C ntrM is small. 
Proof. From Theorem 4.1 there is an integer Y, such that any ideal contained 
in the (r -C 1) power of the maximal ideal (in, M) of the local ring A(M) is small. 
If L is a submodule of M contained in m’A9, then (0, L) is an ideal of A(fJl), and 
(0, L) c (lw+l, 1lVM) = (m, N)l‘-‘1. \\:e apply the theorem to f: nZ --, d,f,‘L, 
noting that Ker -4(f) :~: (0, L). 
Remarks A.5. The corollary admits the following useful reformulation: 
Let M be a finitely generated -q-module, L a submodule of M; I,‘, I-, IT’ 
minimal ,4-free resolutions of I,, :U, M/L, respectively. There is an integer r 
depending only on M, such that if L C nl”;1l the following equivalent conditions 
are fulfilled : 
(I) for any homomorphism of complexsg: CT - I’ over L C .lI, j( 2’) C 111 V; 
(2) for any homomorphism of complexes fi I’ - W over :I2 --f ,11/L, 
J# is a split monomorphism. 
The proof is immediate from the long homology exact sequence and Lemma 
0.4. 
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